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1  Introduction 
PRISMA - an acronym of Policy Research Instrument for Size-aspects in Macro-
economic Analysis – is an economic macro-sector model, which has been de-
veloped within the research programme SCALES.
1 It has been designed in such 
a way that it produces results consistent with those of CPB, Netherlands Bu-
reau for Economic Policy Analysis. PRISMA is used for forecasting, scenario 
building and what-if analyses with respect to government policies and eco-
nomic shocks. Its time horizon is 3-25 years. The model consists of a kernel and 
a number of modules. In this report the present version of PRISMA’s kernel is 
documented.
2  
Section 1.1 gives some historical notes about PRISMA. To give an impression of 
the types of analysis PRISMA is used for, section 1.2 gives some examples of 
applications of the model. In section 1.3 the surplus value of PRISMA with re-
spect to other models is explained. Section 1.4 gives an overview of the re-
mainder of this report. 
1.1  History 
PRISMA was developed in 1991 - as documented in Kwaak (1991) - in order to 
analyse the interaction between macro developments and the developments 
of SMEs. The model was updated and used regularly between 1991 and 1999. 
Hence, a new integral documentation of the model was written in 1999: 
Kwaak (1999). 
Since 1999, a major revision of PRISMA has been carried out. First, its design 
has been changed: the model has been split up into a kernel and a number of 
modules. This makes the model more transparent and more flexible when 
used in specific applications. Second, the kernel has been calibrated on the 
macro-sector model Athena used by CPB. Hence, simulation results by PRISMA 
have become consistent with those that would have been produced by CPB. 
1.2  Examples of applications 
Two main types of applications can be distinguished: (i) forecasting and sce-
nario building, and (ii) what-if analyses with respect to government policies 
and economic shocks. For both types we will give some examples of applica-
 
1  The research programme SCALES – an acronym of Scientific AnaLysis of Entrepreneurship and 
SMEs – is financed by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs.  
2  The present version is that of 2001, April 26th.  
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tions. These examples of possible applications of PRISMA are either taken from 
the recent past or planned for the near future. 
Forecasting / scenario building 
CPB presents, on a rather regular basis, information about the way the Dutch 
economy is likely to develop over the next four or five years. With the aid of 
PRISMA it is possible to analyse what these developments mean with respect 
to the prospects of small, medium-sized, and large businesses. See EIM (1997). 
A similar analysis is planned for the end of 2001 when CPB will present its new 
forecasts. Furthermore, the planned analysis with respect to SMEs will be sup-
plemented with adjoining forecasts of the development of the number of bu-
sinesses. 
PRISMA is also used for scenario building. For example, Koning et al. (1999) 
analyse the consequences of demographic ageing, a phenomenon that many 
western economies face today. Demographic ageing affects economic devel-
opments through many channels, such as consumption and the labour market. 
With PRISMA the impact of all these channels can be investigated simultane-
ously in a consistent way. 
Another example of scenario building is given in Van der Hauw et al. (2000). In 
this study it is investigated, with the help of PRISMA, what the prospects and 
the influence will be of the various minority groups on the labour market in 
2015. 
What-if questions: policy analysis 
PRISMA can be used to analyse a wide range of policy questions. For example, 
Kwaak and Vroonhof (1998) used the model to analyse the impacts of various 
forms of energy taxes, which were proposed by government at the time. 
PRISMA was especially suitable to analyse the impact of these energy taxes on 
SMEs, because these energy taxes were levied only on SMEs and consumers. 
In the Netherlands, it is government policy to bring down the administrative 
burden of businesses due to government legislation. In EIM (1999) PRISMA has 
been used to estimate the economic effects of this policy till that time. A simi-
lar exercise – with the newest information on the subject - is planned for the 
second half of 2001. 
Nowadays, the effects of R&D on economic growth receive a lot of attention. 
Kwaak et al. (2001) investigate the economic effects of increasing government 
subsidies on businesses R&D with the help of PRISMA. It appears that such 
subsidies increase businesses investments on R&D and thereby GDP 
substantially through two channels: (i) an increase in the productivity of 
businesses and (ii) higher exporting possibilities of businesses.   7 
1.3  Surplus value 
The main surplus value of PRISMA – as compared to other models describing 
the Dutch economy, especially those of CPB - is the explicit modelling of a size-
class structure. All relevant industries are subdivided into three size-classes: 
small (0-9 employees), medium-sized (10-99 employees), and large (100 or 
more employees) businesses. Hence, economic consequences can be ‘trans-
lated’ into the prospects for SMEs. Also, this feature makes it possible to 
evaluate the effects of policy instruments directly focusing on SMEs. Finally, 
SME-specific effects can be evaluated in a macro context with feedback 
mechanisms. 
Another surplus value of PRISMA is the explicit modelling of developments of 
the number of businesses and entry and exit rates of businesses. 
1.4  Overview of the report 
The remainder of this report is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides a gen-
eral overview of the model. Subsequently, chapter 3 describes the model 
equations in detail. Finally, in chapter 4 some simulation variants are pre-
sented.  
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2  Overview of the model 
This chapter gives a general overview of the model. Section 2.1 describes the 
design of PRISMA: the model consists of a kernel together with a number of 
modules. This report only describes the kernel. 
All analyses with PRISMA use scenarios. In section 2.2 it is described what sour-
ces are used to develop such scenarios. Section 2.3 discusses the quality of the 
present kernel version of PRISMA. Finally, section 2.4 provides a bird’s eye view 
of the kernel of PRISMA: which variables are distinguished and how are their 
year-to-year developments determined? 
2.1  Design 
PRISMA is designed to have the following properties: (i) results are consistent 
with those that would have been produced by CPB; (ii) mechanisms that are 
not important for a certain analysis can be left out; and (iii) the model is 
transparent. To accomplish this, PRISMA is designed in the following way. 
-  It consists of a kernel, which is in fact a stylised version of the macro-sector 
model Athena used by CPB. As such, this kernel has been calibrated in such 
a way that it produces – more or less – the same results as would have been 
obtained by using Athena. 
-  It consists of a number of modules, which can be activated if required for a 
specific analysis. In fact, these modules comprise the surplus value of PRIS-
MA compared to CPB models. 
The major modules of PRISMA include:
1 
-  The size-class module. This is the model’s most important module. The 
module makes it possible to analyse size-class effects. Three size-classes are 
distinguished: small (0-9 employees), medium-sized (10-99 employees), and 
large (100 or more employees) businesses. It is possible to analyse size-class 
effects in two ways. In the top-down mode the module merely divides sec-
tor results into the three size-classes. Alternatively, in the bottom-up mode 
the module calculates size-class results from first principles. Subsequently, 
sector and macro results are found by aggregation. The module is docu-
mented in Van Stel and De Wit (2002). 
-  The businesses module. In this module the development of the number of 
businesses, together with the entry and exit rate of businesses is modelled. 
See for more information Bosma et al. (2002). 
-  R&D module. In this module determinants and effects of business R&D are 
modelled. See for more information Kwaak et al. (2001). 
 
1  Smaller modules include: (i) profits module in which non-wage income of businesses is further 
divided into interest paid and profits, (ii) a module containing SME specific export mecha-
nisms, and (iii) the FKSEC wage equation as an alternative to the standard JADE equation.  
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2.2  Sources used to develop scenarios 
All analyses with PRISMA make use of (differences between) scenarios. In this 
section it is described what sources are used to develop such scenarios. 
Starting point of a scenario is a chosen base year, at present 2000, for which 
all relevant economic variables are assigned a value. Most of these base year 
values are taken from the short-term forecasts of CPB – the CEP forecasts – and 
the short-term forecasts of the KTO model, which are consistent with these. 
See for more information Hindriks et al. (2000). 
Subsequently, PRISMA calculates - starting from the base year upwards - from 
year to year the values of the economic variables by using a set of behavioural 
and definition equations. An impression of how these equations work, is given 
in section 2.4. The equations are discussed in detail in chapter 3. The equations 
and also the included parameter values of PRISMA’s kernel are mostly derived 
from the most recent version of the CPB model Athena. 
The equations that calculate from year to year the economic variables, need as 
input time paths of a number of exogenous variables, e.g. the development of 
world trade, foreign prices, and labour supply. See Appendix 5 for a complete 
list of the exogenous variables needed. For PRISMA’s base scenario the time 
paths for the exogenous variables are derived from CPB scenarios. 
2.3  Quality of the kernel 
In general, the quality of a model is evaluated using criteria as the historical 
tracking performance of the model, the plausibility of the forecasts produced, 
and so on. However, in the case of the kernel of PRISMA things are a bit dif-
ferent, because it has been solely developed with the intention to replicate 
the results of the CPB model Athena sufficiently close. 
In chapter 4 – where we will discuss simulation variants with the kernel of 
PRISMA – it will appear that for most variants the simulation properties of 
PRISMA resemble those of Athena satisfactorily. Thus, in this respect the qual-
ity of the kernel of PRISMA is of the same order of that of Athena. 
Of course, the question remains whether the quality of Athena is satisfactorily 
itself. However, as it is not our intention to improve upon CPB results – only to 
supplement them - the answer to this question is not relevant for our pur-
poses. 
2.4  A bird’s eye view 
This section provides a bird’s eye view of the kernel of PRISMA: which vari-
ables are distinguished and how are their year-to-year developments deter-
mined?   11 
Variables 
The kernel of PRISMA gives insight in the development of a broad range of 
economic variables. Without trying to be exhaustive we will give here an im-
pression of these variables. See Appendix 2 for a complete list of variables. 
First, the development of a number of key macro variables is monitored, such 
as consumption, investments, exports, imports, government expenditures, 
gross domestic production, wages, prices, the average labour productivity, 
employment, the unemployment rate, and so on. See Appendix 6 for more ex-
amples of key macro variables that are evaluated for simulation analyses. 
Second, at the macro level six sectors are distinguished: businesses, govern-
ment, social security funds, private households, pensions funds, and foreign 
countries. For these sectors it is evaluated how the goods/services account, the 
income account, and the spending account develop from year to year. See Ap-
pendix 4 for the specific entries that are distinguished in these macro accounts. 
Third, the business sector is subdivided into eighteen industries. See Appendix 
3 for the definition of these industries in terms of SBI codes. For all these in-
dustries economic developments are monitored. For example, industry-specific 
information is generated about the development of the five sales categories –
sales of private and public consumption, investments, exports, and intermedi-
ate goods/services – gross and net value added, the utilisation rate, generated 
employment, labour productivity, investment demand, unit costs, and prices of 
the five sales categories. 
Interaction between variables 
Below we will give an impression how the kernel of PRISMA determines de-
velopments of the key variables. See chapter 3 for more details. 
Real production 
First, final sales of all industries are calculated. Four categories of final sales 
are distinguished: private and public consumption, investments, and exports. 
Private consumption on the macro level is explained by three categories of 
disposable income - wage income, social security benefits, and non-wage in-
come - and the interest rate. After macro consumption has been determined, 
it is subdivided into 21 categories of consumption goods/services. Subse-
quently, the demand for these categories of consumption is translated into 
the demand for consumption goods/services from each of the industries. After 
it has been determined what proportion of this demand is fulfilled by imports, 
the sales of private consumption goods/services by industry are calculated as a 
residual. 
Sales of public goods/services by industry are exogenous. 
For each industry the level of investments is determined by the extent of de-
preciation of the existing capital stock, the industry’s value added, the utilisa- 
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tion rate of the industry, the return on capital in the industry, and an exoge-
nous measure of technological development. Subsequently, the procedure is 
analogous to that of private consumption. The level of investments is first 
subdivided into 7 categories of investment goods. Subsequently, the demand 
for these categories of investments is translated into the demand for invest-
ments goods from each of the industries. After it has been determined what 
proportion of this demand is fulfilled by imports, the sales of investments 
goods by industry are calculated as a residual. 
Sales of exports by industry are determined by the exogenous development of 
world trade and the price differential between domestic and foreign products. 
Final sales are calculated by adding the four final sales categories. Subse-
quently, intermediate sales are derived from these by a standard input-output 
analysis. In this analysis the import penetration into the market for intermedi-
ate goods/services by foreign businesses is taken into account. Having deter-
mined intermediate sales, total sales, production, and value added by industry 
follow by definition. Hence, the utilisation rate – defined as actual value 
added as a proportion of potential value added – can be calculated as well. 
Prices, unit costs 
Sales prices are determined by the weighted average of (lagged) unit costs 
and the price of competitive products as well as the utilisation rate. Unit costs 
comprise expenditures on intermediate goods/services, indirect taxes, depre-
ciation, wage costs, and imputed wage costs of self-employed. Note that in-
terest payments on loans are not included. 
For the exposed industries, in most cases the (exogenous) price of foreign 
competing imports is taken as the price of competitive products; for the shel-
tered industries the average consumption price is taken as this price in most 
cases. 
Labour market 
In the long run the wage rate follows exactly the developments in the price of 
value added and labour productivity. Besides, wages depend also on the wed-
ge between wage costs and net wages, the (exogenous) replacement ratio (a 
measure for the level of social security benefits), and the unemployment level. 
Although for a few industries the development of employment is modelled 
very specific, for most industries long-run employment is determined by value 
added, real wage costs, and an exogenous measure for technological devel-
opment. 
Developments in labour supply are mainly determined exogenously. However, 
two endogenous effects are modelled: (i) the discouraged worker effect and 
(ii) a higher labour supply when the real purchasing power of employees 
grows faster than their productivity.   13 
Employment and labour supply being determined, the unemployment rate fol-
lows by definition. 
Income related variables 
The return on capital in an industry, which plays a role in determining the 
level of investments, is defined as the non-wage income of an industry (net 
value added minus wage costs) divided by the stock of capital. 
Social security benefits are partly determined by the level of unemployment. 
For the remaining part they are held constant. Social security funds can pay 
these benefits to households because of the contributions of government, 
businesses, and employees. The contribution of government is a fixed fraction 
of GDP and the contribution of businesses is a fixed fraction of wages. Thus, 
from year to year the contribution of employees is set at such a level that the 
budget of the social security funds is balanced.  
Now that social security contributions and the exogenous taxes are known, the 
various disposable incomes can be calculated. These are necessary to deter-
mine the level of macro consumption. 
The nominal interest rate, which – for example - plays a role in the determina-
tion of investments, is exogenous.  
14 
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3  The model in detail 
3.1  Introduction 
In this chapter most model equations are described. Of all major variables it is 
explained how they are calculated. This is also done for all variables that play 
a role in the determination of these major variables. Variables that only play a 
role in the macro accounts are not discussed in this chapter but in Appendix 4. 
The goal of this chapter is to give a rather complete description of the model, 
so that it becomes clear why PRISMA results are as they are. The emphasis is 
not on justifying the assumptions underlying the model equations. For such 
justifications we refer to the relevant CPB reports in which the assumptions 
underlying the CPB model Athena are justified. See, for example, Eijgenraam 
and Verkade (1988) and CPB (1990), which form together the most recent in-
tegral documentation of the Athena model.
1  
Nearly all parameter values of PRISMA’s kernel are taken from the most recent 
version of Athena, of which is a model listing is available: CPB (2001). Hence, 
in the remainder of this chapter only sources of parameters are mentioned, if 
they are different from Athena. 
This chapter can only be understood correctly after reading the notational 
conventions adhered to. See Appendix 1. 
All symbols used in a section are explained in that same section in order of ap-
pearance. Furthermore, Appendix 2 contains a complete list of variables in 
which all symbols are explained as well. Also, for some variables the relation 
to others is given in this appendix. 
PRISMA distinguishes at the macro level six sectors: businesses, government, 
social security funds, private households, pensions funds, and foreign coun-
tries. The business sector is further subdivided into eighteen industries. The 
definition of these in terms of SBI codes is given in Appendix 3. Also the rela-
tionship between PRISMA industries and Athena industries is presented in this 
appendix. 
All exogenous variables of PRISMA are introduced throughout this chapter. 
Appendix 5 presents a complete list of them. 
It is always a bit arbitrary in which sequence the various equations of a model 
should be described. We have chosen here to describe the equations in the se-
quence in which PRISMA solves them. We have permitted ourselves small ex-
 
1  These references describe Athena, version EI. Since then, Athena has been updated regularly, 
its most recent operational version being version JB. All successive updates have been docu-
mented in internal CPB documents (in Dutch), which are available from CPB on request.  
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ceptions to this, if we felt that such would help the understanding of the mo-
del. 
3.2  Final expenditures 
Four categories of expenditures are distinguished: private and government 
consumption, investments, and exports. In this section it is described how 
these expenditures are calculated. 
For private consumption and investments, expenditures are calculated from 
first principles so that imports and domestic sales can be derived from these 
(see section 3.3). However, for the two other categories, government con-
sumption and exports, things are the other way round: expenditures are de-
rived from the imports and domestic sales discussed in section 3.3. 
3.2.1  Private consumption 
Private consumption is disaggregated into 21 different categories. See table 
3.1. Expenditures on these 21 categories are determined in two stages. First, 
the aggregate consumption at the macro level is calculated. Secondly, expen-
ditures by category are calculated by disaggregating macro consumption using 
a Rotterdam disaggregating scheme. Thus, expenditures by category are ex-
plained by total expenditures as well as by relative prices. 
The relationship governing macro consumption reads: 
 
1 , 1 1 1 1 2 . 0 4 . 0 95 . 0 72 . 0 - - - - - D - D + D + D = D real r c ydz ydssb ydw c   (3.1) 
 
where: 
c  macro consumption 
ydw  disposable income due to wages 
ydssb  disposable income due to social security benefits 
ydz  disposable income due to non-wage income 
rreal  real interest rate 
 
Thus, macro consumption is determined by the disposable income of house-
holds and the real interest rate.  Disposable income is split up between wage 
income, social security benefits, and non-wage income. As usual, the marginal 
propensity to consume is highest for social security benefits and lowest for 
non-wage income.   17 
The disaggregation of macro consumption into 21 categories is determined by 
the following equation: 
 
spreader p p p p c c k ck cl
l
kl c ck k k k + + - + - + = - - ￿ d g b a 1 1 ) ( ) (
o o o o o o
  (3.2) 
 
where: 
ck  consumption expenditures on category k 
pc  average consumption price 
pck  price of consumption goods of category k 
 
Values of the parameters a,b, g, and d are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. 
table 3.1  Parameter values of (3.2): categories of consumption goods/services 
goods/services category  a  b  d (%) 
vegetables  0.60  -0.10  -1.50 
meat and meat products  0.50  -0.05  -1.50 
dairy  0.60  -0.10  -1.50 
other food  0.60  -0.10  -1.50 
alcoholic beverages, tobacco  0.80  -0.20  -1.50 
textile, clothing  0.85  -0.70  -0.20 
furniture  1.65  -0.90  -0.15 
household apparatus  1.25  -0.70  -0.15 
means of transport  0.75  -1.90  2.50 
other durables  1.45  -0.80  -0.15 
motor fuels  1.05  -1.50  1.50 
heating, electricity  0.90  -0.30  -0.35 
housing  0.85  0.00  -0.35 
hotels, restaurants, catering  1.15  -0.35  -0.30 
recreation and culture  1.70  -1.05  -0.25 
transport, communication services  0.30  -0.90  -0.25 
medical services  0.70  -0.25  -0.30 
financial services  1.00  -0.20  -0.30 
other goods  0.90  -0.10  0 
other services  2.05  -1.40  -0.25 
holidays abroad  2.05  -0.75  -0.30 
Source: Adapted from Mot et al. (1989). 
According to this equation, there are several variables affecting consumption 
expenditures for each category. First of all, total consumption expenditures 
play a role. Assuming that total expenditures increase, expenditures on each  
18 
separate category will increase as well (ak>0). Durable consumption goods, 
recreation services (including hotels/restaurants/catering, recreation/ culture, 
and holidays abroad), and other services are assumed to be luxury goods – the 
income elasticity (ak) is greater than one. 













household apparatus    -0.50       
holidays abroad  -0.35*         
means of transport        -1.0  1.0 
motor fuels      -1.40*    1.5 
transport, communi-
cation services 





* Approximate, since gkl and glk are related to each other. 
Source: Adapted from Mot et al. (1989). 
For most categories demand is rather inelastic with respect to price (bk be-
tween 0 and –1). Exceptions are means of transport and fuels, recreation/ cul-
ture and other services, for which categories demand is rather elastic with re-
spect to price. 
For some categories cross price elasticities (gkl) differ from zero. First, means of 
transport and fuels on the one hand, and demand for transport and communi-
cation services are substitutes (gkl> 0). For example, if prices of means of trans-
port and/or fuels increase, demand for transport and communication services 
will rise. On the other hand, demand for means of transport and demand for 
fuels are complementary (gkl< 0): if e.g. the price of fuels increases, demand for 
means of transport will fall. Secondly, demand for household apparatus and 
demand for holidays abroad are complementary as well. 
Means of transport and fuels can be seen to have a trend wise increasing share 
in total consumption (dk> 0). 
Approximately, the coefficients in (3.2) have been chosen such that consump-
tion demand by category is approximately consistent with macro-economic 
consumption demand. The spreader term in equation (3.2) makes sure that 
there is complete consistency between the two. 
3.2.2  Government consumption 
Government consumption, that is: expenditures on public goods/services, fol-
low from sales, imports and VAT using the identity below. How these latter 
entities are determined is described in section 3.3.2. 
 
tvag mg sg g
i
i + + ” ￿   (3.3)   19 
where: 
g  government consumption 
sgi  sales of public goods/services of industry i 
mg  imports of public goods/services at the macro level 
tvag  VAT on public goods/services at the macro level 
3.2.3  Investments 
Gross investments are disaggregated into 7 categories: buildings, machinery, 
cars, other means of transport, structures, dwellings, and other investment 
goods. 
Expenditures on these categories are determined in three stages. First, net de-
velopment of the capital stock – that is net investment - is determined for each 
of the distinguished industries. Secondly, net investments are translated into 
gross investments by adding the depreciation of the capital stock. Thirdly, 
gross investments by industry are translated into expenditures on the seven 
categories of investment goods. This translation is performed by using fixed 
weights. 
Net growth of capital 
Net capital growth is not modelled uniformly for all industries. In fact, we dis-
tinguish five groups of industries for which net capital growth is modelled dif-
ferently. The first group of industries comprises four PRISMA industries, viz. 
the metallurgic industry, other manufacturing, transport and communication, 
and the oil industry. For these industries we have the following equation: 
 
e d d
r g r g q b a l
+ + +
+ - + - + + + =
- -
- - - - -
2 2 1 1




r r ygf k k cap cap
  (3.4a) 
 
where: 
k  stock of capital 
ygf  value added, gross/factor costs 
q  utilisation rate 
rcap  return on capital 
r  interest rate 
clt  contractual labour time  
 
Values of the parameters l, a, b, g, d, and e are presented in Table 3.3.  
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table 3.3  Parameter values of (3.4a)-(3.4c): net capital growth 
industry  l  a    b  g1  g2  d
1    d
2  e (%) 
oil industry  0.521  0.124  0.115 0.121 -7.560 
metallurgical industry  0.569  0.201  0.172 0.123 -0.058 -0.042 -0.042 -12.950 
other manufacturing  0.444  0.167  0.187 0.266 -0.146 -0.144 -0.144 -14.860 
transport and  
communication 
0.526  0.095  0.127 0.213 0.125 -8.381 
     
food industry  0.470  0.135  0.233 0.034 -0.176 -0.176 -16.420 
chemical industry  0.542  0.090  0.236 0.060 -17.090 
       
construction  0.855  1-l  0.099 0.080 -0.055 -0.012 -0.012 0.082 
wholesale trade  0.852  1-l  0.188 0.052 -0.052 -0.050 0.528 
retail trade  0.852  1-l  0.188 0.052 -0.052 -0.050 0.528 
hotels, restaurants  0.631  1-l  0.230 0.210 -0.029 1.025 
car trade and repair  0.852  1-l  0.188 0.052 -0.052 -0.050 0.528 
banking and insurance  0.631  1-l  0.230 0.210 -0.029 1.025 
other commercial ser-
vices 
0.631  1-l  0.230 0.210 -0.029 1.025 
agriculture  0.777  1-l  0.023 0.400 -0.304 -0.041 -0.084 0.489 
public utilities  0.568  1-l  0.145 0.199 0.173 -0.607 
medical and social care  0.631  1-l  0.230 0.210 -0.029 1.025 
 
There are two mechanisms causing capital to follow value added in the long 
run. The first two terms in (3.4a) combined comprise the first mechanism. Ho-
wever, capital does not follow value added completely for the industries under 
consideration because a+l<1. Furthermore, the dependence on the utilisation 
rate (third term) also implies that capital follows value added in the long run. 
Capital growth is also dependent on the return on capital (fourth and fifth 
term). Here, the (exogenous) interest rate serves as a benchmark. The contrac-
tual labour time is influential as well (sixth and seventh term). Finally, 
autonomous technological development is modelled by adding a constant 
(eighth term). 
The second group of industries comprises the food and chemical industry. For 
these two PRISMA industries capital growth is modelled in nearly the same 
way as for the first group. The only difference is that gross capital growth is 
modelled instead of net growth.  
Thus, we have: 
 
a as same k k cap cap 4 . 3 ) ( 1 + + = + - d l d
o o
  (3.4b) 
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where: 
dcap  depreciation rate of capital 
 
The third group of industries comprises ten PRISMA industries, viz. construc-
tion, wholesale trade, retail trade, hotels and restaurants, car trade and repair, 
banking and insurance, other commercial services, agriculture, public utilities, 
and medical and social care. For these industries capital growth reads: 
 
a as same ystr k k 4 . 3 1 1 1 + + + = - - -
o o o o
q b a l   (3.4c) 
 
where: 
ystr  structural production 
Capital growth is modelled slightly different for these industries because the 
level of the utilisation rate is not defined for these industries. Only the change 
in the utilisation rate is defined (see section 3.5.2). Note that because for all 
these industries a+l=1, capital follows exactly structural production in the 
long run.  
The fourth group of industries consists of mining and housing. For these two 
PRISMA industries, not capital growth but gross investments itself is modelled 
(see below). Thus, for these two industries capital growth can be calculated 
backwards from gross investments by the definition equation: 
 
1 / ) ( - - ” k dep i k
o
  (3.4d) 
 
where: 
i  gross investments 
dep  depreciation of capital stock 
 






k   (3.4e) 
 
 
1  Of course, other assumptions can be modelled by using add factors.  
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Depreciation and gross investments 
For all industries it is assumed that the stock of capital is depreciated at a con-
stant depreciation rate. Thus: 
 
1 - = k dep cap d   (3.5) 
 
where: 
dep  depreciation of capital stock 
dcap  depreciation rate of capital 
 
Depreciation rates are industry specific. Most of them lie between 10% and 
15%. Some are slightly smaller. 
Thus, for all industries except mining and housing, gross investments follow by 
definition: 
 
k dep i D + ”   (3.6a) 
 
where: 
i  gross investments 
 
For mining, gross investments growth follows the growth of structural produc-




ystr i (mining)  (3.6b) 
o o
i i ”       (housing)  (3.6c) 
 
Expenditures on investments by category 
It is assumed that for each industry the ratio between the 7 categories of in-
vestment goods remains constant over time. Thus, for each industry i and ca-
tegory k we have: 
 
i ik i i
o o
=         (3.7) 
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ik k i i         (3.8) 
3.2.4  Exports 
Expenditures on exports follow from sales and re-exports using the same sort 
of identity that was used for government consumption. In section 3.3.4 it is de-




i + ” ￿   (3.9) 
 
where: 
x  exports 
sxi  sales of exported goods/services from industry i 
mx  imports that are re-exported, = re-exports 
3.3  Final sales, imports, and VAT 
In this section it is explained how sales of domestic origin are calculated for 
each of the four final sales categories distinguished: private and government 
consumption, investments, and exports. 
For private consumption and investments this is done starting from the expen-
ditures on the various goods/services categories discussed in section 3.2. Glob-
ally speaking, first VAT and imports are determined. Subsequently, these are 
subtracted from expenditures so that sales of domestic origin result. 
For government consumption and exports, sales of domestic origin are directly 
calculated without reference to expenditures. 
Finally, total final sales follow by adding up the four distinguished final sales 
categories. 
3.3.1  Private consumption 
Sales of domestically produced consumption goods/services are derived from 
expenditures on consumption in three stages. First – after taking care of the 
VAT - expenditures on the 21 consumption categories are translated into de-
mand for goods/services from each of the industries distinguished. Subse-
quently, for each industry the ratio between import and domestic sales is cal-
culated. Finally, for each industry, imports and domestic sales follow by defini-
tion from demand and the imports-sales ratio.  
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Demand by industry 
As demand is defined exclusive VAT and expenditures include VAT, first for 
each consumption category VAT is calculated and subtracted from expendi-
tures: 
 
) 1 /( , , k vac k vac k k c tvac t t + =   (3.10) 
k k k tvac c dc - ”   (3.11) 
 
where: 
tvack  VAT on the kth category of consumption goods/services  
tvac,k  VAT tariff on the kth category of consumption goods/services 
dck  demand for the kth category of consumption goods/services 
 
Goods/service categories are produced by one or more domestic industries.
1 It 
is assumed that the ratio between the contributions of these producing indus-
tries remains constant over time for each consumption category. Thus, we can 
calculate demand by industry using:  
k ik dc dc
o o
=   (3.12) 
￿ ”
k
ik i dc dc   (3.13) 
 
where: 
dcik  demand for the contribution of the ith industry to produce the kth 
category of consumption goods/services 
dci  demand for consumption goods/services produced by the ith industry 
 
 
1  Naturally, the 21
st category of consumption goods/services – holidays abroad – is not produced 
by domestic industries at all. This category is labeled as imports that do not compete with do-
mestic industries.   25 
Imports 
Not imports themselves are modelled but the ratio between imports and sales 
of domestic origin. Thus, for each industry producing consumption 
goods/services we have: 
 
g b a m + - + = -1 ) ( sc mc c p p dc
o o o o
  (3.14) 
 
where: 
mc  imports-sales ratio with respect to consumption goods/services 
pmc  price of imported consumption goods/services 
psc  price of sales of domestically produced consumption goods/ services 
Values of the parameters a,b, and g are presented in Table 3.4. 
table 3.4  Parameter values of (3.14): imports-sales ratio for private consumption 
industries  a  b  g 
food industry    1.1    0.001   
chemical industry    1.36    -0.5    0.021 
metallurgic industry    0.8    -1.32    0.031 
other manufacturing    1.32    -1.3   
agriculture    0.2    -0.5   
oil industry    0.25    -0.3   
 
Import penetration increases when markets expand. Furthermore, import pe-
netration depends on the price differential between domestic and foreign 
suppliers. Finally, for the chemical and metallurgic industries import penetra-
tion increases autonomously as well. 
Sales 
Having calculated demand and the imports-sales ratio by industry, imports and 
sales by industry follow by definition: 
 
) 1 /( c c dc mc m m + ”   (3.15) 
mc dc sc - ”   (3.16) 
 
where: 
mc  imports of consumption goods/services 
sc  sales of consumption goods/services of domestic origin  
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3.3.2  Government consumption 
For each industry, the change in sales of public goods/services is exogenous. 
Besides, it is assumed that the development of imports and VAT at the macro 
level follow the development of these sales, averaged over all industries. Thus, 
we have: 
 
i i sg sg
o o
=   (3.17) 
av sg tvag
o o
=   (3.18) 
av sg mg
o o
=   (3.19) 
 
where: 
sgi  sales of public goods/services  by industry i 
tvag  VAT on public goods/services at the macro level 
mg  imports of public goods services at the macro level 
 
3.3.3  Investments 
Mutatis mutandis sales of investments are deduced from expenditures in ex-
actly the same way as sales of private consumption are deduced. Thus, we re-
strict ourselves here to describing the only difference. 
The equation governing the imports-sales ratio, reads for all industries that 
produce investment goods:  
 
1 , 1 , ) ( 75 . 0 5 . 0 - - - - = met si mi met i p p ygf
o o o o
m   (3.20) 
 
where: 
mi  imports-sales ratio with respect to investment goods 
ygfmet  value added (gross/factor costs) in the metallurgic industry 
pmi  price of imported investment goods 
psi  price of sales of domestically produced investment goods 
 
Thus, each industry follows developments in the metallurgic industry. This 
simplifying way of modelling is chosen because of the dominant position of 
this industry in the production of investment goods. 
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3.3.4  Exports 
For most industries sales of exports follow: 
 
1 1 , ) ( ) ( - - - + - + = twld sx av twld twld p p p p twld sx
o o o o o o
g b a   (3.21a) 
 
where: 
sx  sales of exported goods/services of domestic origin 
twld  world trade 
ptwld  price of foreign goods/services that compete with exports 
ptwld, av  weighted average of foreign manufacturing prices 
psx  price of domestically produced export goods/services 
 
Values of the parameters a, b, and g, are presented in Table 3.5. 
table 3.5  Parameter values of (3.21a): exports 
industries  a  b  g 
food industry  1.00    -1.12 
chemical industry  1.41  -0.175  -2.04 
metallurgic industry  1.28  -0.175  -1.98 
other manufacturing  1.23  -0.175  -1.64 
construction  0.9    -0.17 
wholesale trade  0.8    -0.34 
banking and insurance  0.7    -0.50 
other commercial services  0.7    -0.50 
agriculture  0.87    -1.55 
oil industry  1  -0.308   
public utilities  1     
medical and social care  0.7      -0.50 
 
Exports follow world trade (first term of (3.21a). Elasticities a are calibrated in 
such a way that the weighted average over all exported goods is 1. The second 
term of (3.21a) reshuffles exports between manufacturing industries depend-
ent on price developments on the world market. Furthermore, exports depend 
on the price differential between domestic and foreign suppliers (third term).  
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p p twld twld sx
o o
o o o o o
  (3.21b) 
 
where: 
sxmac  sales of exported goods/services at the macro level 
mmac  total of imports at the macro level 
 
Thus, compared to (3.21a) two extra mechanisms are modelled. First, in the 
transport and communication industry exports are also dependent on the lag-
ged development in world trade (second term of (3.21b)). Secondly, part of 
the exports of the transport industry is complementary to total exports and 
imports: if more goods are exported or imported then more transport services 
are required as well. This effect is modelled by the last term of (3.21b). 
Exports of the mining industry are taken to be exogenous, while exports of 
government are taken to be constant. Thus, we have: 
 
o o
sx sx =   (mining)  (3.21c) 
0 =
o
sx   (government)  (3.21d) 
 
As there are no exports from the industries retail trade, hotels, restaurants, car 
trade and repair, and housing, this concludes the description of the sales of 
exports. 
As re-exports do not play a role in the behavioural equations of the model, its 
modelling is kept simple: re-exports at the macro level simply follow the na-
tional value added. 
 
o o
ygf mx=   (3.22) 
 
where: 
mx  imports that are re-exported, = re-exports 
ygf  value added, gross/factor costs 
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3.3.5  Total 
Finally, the total of final sales of domestic origin follows simply by adding up 
the four final sales categories determined earlier: 
 
sx si sg sc sfin + + + ”   (3.23) 
 
where: 
sfin  final sales of domestic origin 
3.4  Intermediate sales, imports, and stock building 
In section 3.4.1 it is explained how – starting from final sales – intermediate sa-
les and production are calculated simultaneously. Subsequently, in section 
3.4.2 it is shown how the exact expenditures of businesses on intermediate 
goods/services are calculated. 
3.4.1  I/O simultaneous kernel 
industry is directly proportional to production (= Leontief assumption). Thus, 
we can write: 
 
j ij q dm
o o
=   (3.24) 
 
where: 
dmij  demand exerted by industry j for intermediate goods/services from 
industry i 
qj  production of industry j 
 
Demand for goods/services from industry i can be satisfied by the domestic in-
dustry as well as competing foreign industries. How demand is divided be-
tween these alternative suppliers, is determined by: 
 
i i i i sm ij mmc ij ij m p p dm d q g m + + - - = - - 1 , 1 , , , ) ( 5 . 0 3 . 0
o o o o o




mm,ij  ratio in industry j between imported and domestically produced in-
termediate goods/services from industry i 
pmmc,ij  price of imports by industry j, competing with intermediate 
goods/services of industry i 
psm,i  price of intermediate goods/services supplied by domestic industry i 
qi  utilisation rate of supplying industry i 
 
Values of the parameters g and d are presented in table 3.6. 
table 3.6  Parameter values of (3.25): imports-sales ratio for intermediate goods/services 
supplying industries  g  d (%) 
food industry  0.1  1.7 
chemical industry  0.1  0.8 
metallurgic industry  0.1  0.2 
other manufacturing  0.1  1.2 
 
Thus, similar to the modelling with respect to consumption and investment 
goods/services, import penetration with respect to intermediate goods/services 
increases when the market expands and when foreign prices increase less than 
domestic prices. However, for the manufacturing industries (except oil) also 
the utilisation rate of the domestic firms plays a role. If it increases import 
penetration increases. Finally, for the same industries import penetration in-
creases autonomously as well. 
Having established demand and the ratio between foreign and domestic sup-
pliers, the imports and domestically produced intermediate goods/services 
from industry i demanded by industry j follow by definition: 
 
) 1 /( , , ij m ij m ij ij dm mmc m m + ”   (3.26) 
ij ij ij mmc dm sm - ”   (3.27) 
 
where: 
mmcij  imports by industry j of intermediate goods/services that compete 
with goods/services from industry i 
smij  intermediate goods/services supplied by industry i to industry j  
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ij i i sm sfin s   (3.29) 
 
where: 
si  total sales of industry i 
sfini  final sales of industry i 
 
As a fixed stocks-sales ratio is assumed, stock building can be determined out 
of sales. Subsequently, production follows by adding stock building to total sa-
les. In formulas:  
 
i i i i s stk n D = D ” s   (3.30) 
i i i n s q + ”   (3.31) 
 
where: 
ni  stock building in industry i 
stki  stocks in industry i 
si  stocks-sales ratio in industry i, ranging from 0 up to 22% 
 
Equations (3.24) – (3.31) comprise a simultaneous set of equations, which are 
solved in PRISMA by an iterative procedure. 
3.4.2  Total expenditures on intermediate goods/services 
In this section total expenditures of businesses on intermediate goods/services 
are discussed. 
First, it is assumed that imports of intermediate goods/services that do not 
compete with domestically produced goods/services follow production (the 
Leontief assumption again): 
 
j j q mmnc
o o




mmncj  imports by industry j of intermediate goods/services that do not 
compete with domestically produced goods/services 
 





ij j mmnc mmc mm + ” ￿   (3.33) 
 
where: 
mmj  imports by industry j of intermediate goods/services, total 
 
Domestic sales of intermediate goods/services are evaluated excluding VAT. As 
in some industries (for example government, social and medical care) VAT 
does have to be paid on intermediate goods/services, this VAT must be calcu-











ij j sm tvam   (3.34) 
 
where: 
tvamj  VAT on intermediate goods/services paid in industry j 
 





ij j tvam mm sm m + + ” ￿   (3.35) 
 
where: 
mj  total expenditures on intermediate goods/services in industry j 
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3.5  Value added and utilisation rate 
3.5.1  Value added 
For each industry gross value added in market prices (excluding VAT!) follows 
by definition by subtracting intermediate goods/services from production: 
 
m q ygm - ”   (3.36) 
 
where: 
ygm  value added, gross/market prices 
 
To determine value added in factor costs, indirect taxes (excluding VAT) and 
subsidies have to be modelled. For simplicity, it is assumed that these variables 
are proportional to gross value added in market prices: 
 
o o
ygm tind =   (3.37) 
o o
ygm sub =   (3.38) 
 
where: 
tind  indirect taxes excluding VAT 
sub  subsidies 
 
Subsequently, for each industry gross value added in factor costs follow by de-
finition: 
 
) ( sub tind ygm ygf - - ”   (3.39) 
 
where: 
ygf  value added, gross/factor costs 
 
Note that because of the way of modelling indirect taxes and subsidies, value 
added in factor costs necessarily has the same development as value added in 
market prices.  
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Finally, for each industry net value added can be calculated by subtracting de-
preciation (see (3.5) for how depreciation is calculated): 
 
dep ygm ynm - ”   (3.40) 
dep ygf ynf - ”   (3.41) 
 
where: 
ynm  value added, net/market prices 
ynf  value added, net/factor costs 
3.5.2  Utilisation rate 
Two different concepts are used for the utilisation rate, dependent on how 
dominant capital is in the production of an industry. 
Capital intensive industries 
In capital intensive industries (see table 3.7 for exact definitions) production 
capacity – that is: the potential gross value added in factor costs - is deter-
mined by: 
 
b a + + =
o o o
clt k cap   (3.42) 
 
where: 
cap  production capacity 
k  stock of capital 
clt  contractual labour time 
Values of the parameters a and b are presented in Table 3.7. 
table 3.7  Parameter values of (3.42): capacity in capital intensive industries 
industries  a  b (%) 
food industry  0.385   
chemical industry     0.720 
metallurgic industry  0.250  -1.060 
other manufacturing  0.472  -1.660 
transport and communication  0.079  -0.332 
oil industry    -1.228 
public utilities     1.860 
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Thus, capacity follows directly the development of the capital stock. Further-
more, in some industries capacity increases when the contractual labour time 
becomes longer. In most industries also an autonomous component is present. 
As the utilisation rate is defined as gross value added in factor costs divided by 
production capacity, the change in the utilisation rate equals: 
 
o o o
cap ygf - ” q   (3.43) 
 
where: 
q  utilisation rate 
 
Capital extensive industries 
For the other industries the concept of structural production is introduced in-
stead of production capacity. Only the change in structural production is de-
fined and used in the model: 
 
o o o
1 1 ) 1 ( - - - + ” ygf ystr ystr l l   (3.44) 
 
where: 
ystr  structural production 
ygf  value added, gross/factor costs 
 
The lag-parameter l is industry specific. For most industries it is equal to 0.7. 
The change in the utilisation rate in these industries is defined as: 
 
o o o
ystr ygf - ” q   (3.45) 
 
Thus, if activity increases the utilisation rate will increase as well and vice 
versa, but in the long run the mean cumulated change will approach zero. 
3.6  Prices and unit costs 
This section describes how prices and unit costs are determined. Unit costs can 
only be determined after labour market variables have been calculated. How-
ever, as unit costs only play a role in the determination of prices we neverthe-
less discuss them in this section.  
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3.6.1  Foreign prices 
All foreign prices are exogenous. We distinguish five different foreign prices: 
 
twld twld p p
o o
=  
mc mc p p
o o
=  
mi mi p p
o o
=  
mmc mmc p p
o o
=  
mmnc mmnc p p
o o
=   (3.46) 
 
where: 
ptwld  price of foreign goods/services that compete with exports 
pmc  price of imported consumption goods/services 
pmi  price of imported investment goods 
pmmc  price of imported intermediate goods/services that compete with 
domestically produced goods/services 
pmmnc  price of imports that do not compete with domestically produced in-
termediate goods/services 
 
3.6.2  Prices of domestically produced goods/services 
The price setting behaviour of domestic businesses is dependent on the sales 
category of the goods/services sold. Thus, an industry can set as many as five 
different prices, viz. prices for private and public consumption goods/services, 
investments, exports, and intermediate goods/services. 
For each industry, prices of public goods/services simply follow (lagged) 




uc p sg   (3.47) 
 
where: 
psg  price of public goods/services 
uc  unit costs 
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Price setting equations for the other four sales categories all have the same 
structure.
1 For example, prices for private consumption goods/services are gov-
erned by: 
 
o o o o
q b a a + - + = - - 1 1 ) 1 ( pcc uc p sc   (3.48) 
 
where: 
psc  price of private consumption goods/services 
pcc  price of goods/services that compete with domestically produced con-
sumption goods/services 
q  utilisation rate 
 
Thus, price development is a weighted average of developments in unit costs 
and the price development of the goods/services of competitors. The weight-
ing parameter a differs between industries and sales categories. A typical va-
lue is 0.75. 
Furthermore, the utilisation rate plays a role. If it increases, prices increase as 
well. The utilisation rate elasticity of the price differs also between industries 
and sales categories. A typical value is 0.25. 
3.6.3  Prices competitors 
The prices of competitors that affect the price setting behaviour of businesses 
(see (3.48)), differ between industries and sales categories, just as the price set-
ting behaviour itself. 
For many industries and sales categories, the relevant competitors’ price is that 
of foreign competitors. However, for industries not exposed to foreign compe-
tition – the so-called sheltered industries – this does not make sense. Thus, for 
these industries the average consumption price is taken as the relevant com-
petitors’ price. In this context exposed industries are defined as all 
manufacturing industries together with agriculture and mining. The remaining 
industries are taken to be sheltered. The above can be formalised as follows:
2 
mc p pcc =       (exposed industries)  (3.49a) 
c p pcc =          (sheltered industries)  (3.49b) 
mi p pci =         (most industries)  (3.50) 
 
1  For some industries, there are exceptions. Because these exceptions do not dominate out-
comes they are not spelled out here. 
2  Again, for some industries, there are exceptions. Because these exceptions do not dominate 
outcomes they are not spelled out here.  
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twld p pcx =       (all industries)  (3.51) 
mmc p pcm =      (exposed industries)  (3.52a) 
c p pcm =         (sheltered industries)  (3.52b) 
 
where: 
pcc  price of goods/services that compete with domestically produced con-
sumption goods/services 
pci  price of goods that compete with domestically produced investment 
goods 
pcx  price of goods/services that compete with domestically produced ex-
ported goods/services 
pcm  price of goods/services that compete with domestically produced in-
termediate goods/services 
pmc  price of imported consumption goods/services 
pc  average consumption price 
pmi  price of imported investment goods 
ptwld  price of foreign goods/services that compete with exports 
pmmc  price of imports that compete with domestically produced intermedi-
ate goods/services 
3.6.4  Other prices 
Domestic firms have to choose some internal prices for accounting purposes, 
viz. the prices that they use for valuing stocks and depreciation. The following 




uc p n   (3.53) 
i dep p p
o o
=   (3.54) 
 
where: 
pn  price for valuing stock building 
pdep  price for valuing depreciation 
uc  unit costs 
pi  price of investments 
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All other prices can be derived from the prices explained above by using 
appropriate definitions. 
3.6.5  Unit costs 
Unit costs are a dominant determinant of domestic sales prices. By definition 




q TC uc - ”   (3.55) 
 
In total, five different cost components are distinguished: 
 
WCSE WC DEP SUB TIND M TC + + + - + ” ) (   (3.56) 
 
where: 
tc  total costs 
m  expenditures on intermediate goods/services (including VAT if appli-
cable) 
tind  indirect taxes excluding VAT 
sub  subsidies 
dep  depreciation of capital stock 
wc  wage costs 
wcse  imputed wage costs of self-employed 
 
Thus, as far as capital costs are concerned, only depreciation costs play a role 
in the price setting behaviour of businesses. 
Wage costs and imputed wage costs of self-employed are calculated using the 
following definitions: 
 
wc p lemp WC ”   (3.57) 
wc p lse WCSE ”   (3.58) 
 
where: 
lemp  labour volume, employees 
lse  labour volume, self-employed 
pwc  rate of wage costs  
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3.7  Labour market 
In PRISMA, wages differ between industries. However, it is assumed that the 
development of wages does not differ between industries. Thus, the equations 
in section 3.7.1 describing wage rate development are not industry specific. 
After the wage rates are determined, for each industry employment can be 
determined in section 3.7.2. Finally, section 3.7.3 describes how this influences 
total labour volume, labour supply, and unemployment. 
3.7.1  Wage rates 
Wage rates are determined in two stages. First, the long-run equilibrium rate 
of wage costs is determined. Secondly, actual wage rates are determined in 
such a way that it is guaranteed that in the long run the actual rate of wage 
costs follows the long-run equilibrium rate. 
Long-run rate of wage costs 
The long-run equilibrium rate of wage costs is determined by: 
 
1 483 . 1 4 . 0 524 . 0 338 . 0 -
* D - · + L + + = u r
o o o o o
rep ygf wc h p p   (3.59) 
 
where: 
pwc  rate of wage costs 
pygf  price of value added, gross/factor costs 
h  labour productivity, i.e. the ratio of value added (ygf) and labour vo-
lume (l) 
L  wedge between wage costs and net wages 
rrep  net replacement ratio, = minimum benefit / 0.8*average wage 
u  unemployment rate 
 
Because wage costs follow directly the price of value added and labour pro-
ductivity, the labour income share – defined as the ratio between wage costs 
and value added – is constant in the long run. That is, other things remaining 
constant. If, however, the wedge or the replacement ratio increases or the un-
employment rate decreases structurally, then the labour income share in-
creases in the long run.   41 
The wedge between wage costs and the net wage rate is influenced by price 
developments, the tax rate and social security contributions. More precisely: 
 
) 1 ( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( bus inc emp ygf c p p
o o o o o o
s t s + + - - - - - ” L   (3.60) 
 
where: 
pc  average consumption price 
semp  social security contributions paid by employees as a fraction of gross 
wages 
tinc  average income tax rate 
sbus  social security contributions paid by businesses as a fraction of gross 
wages 
Actual wage rates 
The development of the actual rate of wage costs consists of three compo-
nents: (i) the development of the contractual wage rate, (ii) the wage drift – 
together comprising the development of the gross wage rate - and (iii) the de-
velopment of the social security contributions that must be paid by businesses.  
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where: 
pwcon  contractual wage rate 
pwdr  wage drift 
pw  gross wage rate  
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From these equations it becomes clear that actual wage rates are determined 
by exactly the same variables as the long-run rate of wage costs. However, pa-
rameter values are different, although they have the same sign. Furthermore, 
the equation determining the contractual wage rate also contains an error 
correction mechanism. Thus, the contractual wage rate develops in such a way 
that in the long run the actual rate of wage costs resembles the equilibrium 
rate. It follows that equations (3.61) – (3.64) are only relevant for the short-
term dynamics. 
3.7.2  Long-run and actual employment 
Employment is determined in two stages. First, for each industry the long-run 
equilibrium level is determined. Subsequently, actual employment is deter-
mined in such a way that it is guaranteed that in the long run actual employ-
ment follows indeed the long-run equilibrium level. 
Long-run employment 
For most industries (see table 3.8) the long-run equilibrium level of employ-
ment is determined by: 
 
d g b a a + + - + + = -
o o o o o o
clt p p ygf ygf lemp ygf wc ) ( 1 2 1
*   (3.65a) 
where: 
lemp  labour volume, employees 
ygf  value added, gross/factor costs 
pwc  rate of wage costs 
pygf  price of value added, gross/factor costs 
clt  contractual labour time 
 
Values of the parameters a1 , a2,b, g, and d are presented in Table 3.8. 
Thus, the equilibrium value of employment follows value added (first and sec-
ond term), be it with an elasticity below 1. Furthermore, real wage costs ap-
pear influential: if labour becomes more costly businesses substitute away 
from labour (third term). The contractual labour time is influential as well 
(fourth term). Finally, autonomous technological development is modelled by 
adding a constant (fifth term). 
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table 3.8  Parameter values (3.65a) 
industry  a1  a2  b  g  d (%) 
food industry  0.986    -0.394    -2.396 
chemical industry  0.702    -0.218    -2.466 
metallurgical industry*
  0.822    -0.229  -0.494  -3.151 
other manufacturing  0.962    -0.510    -1.866 
construction  0.987    -0.361  -0.667  -1.079 
wholesale trade  0.330  0.566  -0.595    -1.040 
retail trade  0.330  0.566  -0.595    -1.040 
hotels, restaurants  0.736    -0.466    -0.136 
car trade and repair  0.330  0.566  -0.595    -1.040 
transport and communication  0.660    -0.410  -0.471  -0.693 
banking and insurance  0.453      -0.376  -0.179 
other commercial services  0.736    -0.466    -0.136 
medical/social care   1.000      -0.359  -0.403 
*  For the metallurgical industry, parameter a relates to the growth of production capacity in-
stead of actual production growth. 
For some industries the mechanisms governing the development of employ-
ment are so specific that they cannot be adequately described in the frame-
work of (3.65a). Thus, for agriculture we write: 
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where: 
u  unemployment rate 
 
Employment in agriculture appears to be decreasing autonomously. Only if la-
bour market conditions become worse, this process is mitigated temporarily. 
For mining, the oil industry and public utilities, the employment level increases 
autonomously a bit. Besides, employment decreases if the contractual labour 
time increases. More precisely, employment in these industries is governed by: 
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In the housing industry, employment follows value added exactly except for an 
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* * lemp lemp =   (3.65e) 
 
Actual employment 
In the long run actual employment follows the equilibrium level. However, to 
do justice to the short-term dynamics, industry specific adaptation processes 
are modelled. These can be divided into three industry groups. 
For the first group of industries (mostly manufacturing, see table 3.9 for the 
exact industries) the adaptation process reads: 
 
1
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See table 3.9 for the values of  l. 
table 3.9  Values of l of (3.66a) 
industry  l 
food industry  0.215 
chemical industry  0.493 
metallurgical industry  0.051 
other manufacturing  0.474 
construction  0.205 
transport and communication  0.434 
 
For the second group of industries - mostly the service industries – short-term 
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where: 
rcap  return on capital 
r  interest rate 
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table 3.10  Parameter values of (3.66b) 
  l  a1  a2  b  g  d  e (%)  y 
wholesale trade    0.540  0.181  -0.323  0.440     1.433  -0.339 
retail trade    0.540  0.181  -0.323  0.440     1.433  -0.339 
hotels, restaurants    0.672    -0.423       0.002  -0.900 
car trade and repair    0.540  0.181  -0.323  0.440     1.433  -0.339 
banking and insurance  0.685  0.187      0.052    -0.363  -0.6628
other commercial services   0.672    -0.423       0.002  -0.900 
medical/social care  0.540  0.546        -0.397  -0.670  -0.4931
 
For the third group of industries – agriculture, mining, oil, public utilities, 
housing, and the government – no distinction is made between long-run and 
actual developments. Thus, we write: 
 
o o
* lemp lemp =   (3.66c) 
 
3.7.3  Labour volume, labour supply, unemployment 
For simplicity it is assumed that for each industry the number of self-employed 
follows the development of the volume of employees. Thus, we write: 
 
o o
lemp lse =   (3.67) 
lse lemp l + ”   (3.68) 
 
where: 
lse  labour volume, self-employed 
lemp  labour volume, employees 
l  labour volume, total 
 
Labour supply is governed by: 
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where: 
lsup  supply of labour 
rpp  real purchasing power of employees 
h  labour productivity  
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Labour supply is mainly determined exogenously (first term). Furthermore, two 
endogenous effects are modelled. First, the discouraged worker effect: if un-
employment goes up, labour supply goes down (second term). Secondly, la-
bour supply increases if the growth in real purchasing power of employees ex-
ceeds their labour productivity growth (third term). 
Having determined the labour volume and the supply of labour, unemploy-
ment and the unemployment rate follow by definition: 
 
l lsup u - ”   (3.70) 
lsup u/ ” u   (3.71) 
 
where: 
u  unemployment 
u  unemployment rate 
3.8  Income related variables 
In this section it is discussed how various income related variables are calcu-
lated. Section 3.8.1 discusses non-wage income and the related return on capi-
tal. Section 3.8.2 focuses on social security benefits and contributions. Section 
3.8.3 discusses the three distinguished disposable income categories. Finally, in 
section 3.8.4 interest rates are discussed. 
3.8.1  Non-wage income, return on capital 
For each industry, non-wage income is defined as net value added in factor 
costs minus the wage costs of employees: 
 
wc ynf z - ”   (3.72) 
 
where: 
z  non-wage income 
ynf  value added, net/factor costs 
wc  wage costs 
For each industry the return on capital is defined as the non-wage income cor-
rected for imputed wage costs of self-employed divided by the stock of capital: 
 
1 / ) ( - - ” k wcse z cap r   (3.73) 
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where: 
rcap  return on capital 
wcse  imputed wage costs of self-employed 
k  stock of capital 
3.8.2  Social security benefits and contributions 
Two different components of social security benefits are distinguished: (i) the 
benefits received by unemployed people and (ii) all other benefits. The evalua-
tion of these components is kept simple: 
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where: 
ssbu  social security benefits received by unemployed 
ssbo  social security benefits, other 
ssb  social security benefits, total 
u  unemployment 
rrep  net replacement ratio, = minimum benefit / 0.8*average wage 
pw,av  average wage rate 
pwcon,gov  contractual wage rate in government sector 
 
It is assumed that the social security contributions from the private sector are 
used to balance the budget of the social security funds. Thus, to explain the 
level of these contributions we need an overview of the account of the social 
security funds. As this account is given in Appendix 4 we refer to this appendix 
for a further explanation of the level of the social security contributions of the 
private sector (that is: the contributions of businesses and employees to-
gether). 
Social security contributions paid by businesses as a fraction of gross wages 
(sbus) are assumed to be fixed. Thus, the fraction of social security contributions 
paid by employees (semp) is determined endogenously from year to year to bal-
ance the budget.  
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3.8.3  Disposable income, real purchasing power 
Households receive income out of three sources: (i) wages, (ii) social security 
benefits, and (iii) non-wage income. The disposable income due to the former 
two sources is determined by:  
 
WC YDW disp d =   (3.78) 
SSB YDSSB disp d =   (3.79) 
) ( ) ( 1 SSB WC SSCPR TDIR disp + + - = d   (3.80) 
o o
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where: 
ydw  disposable income due to wages 
ddisp  disposable income as share of income 
wc  wage costs 
ydssb  disposable income due to social security benefits 
ssb  social security benefits 
tdir  direct taxes paid by private households 
sscpr  social security contributions paid by private sector 
w  gross wages 
 
The disposable income due to non-wage income follows the development of 




WCSE Z YDZ - =   (3.82) 
 
where: 
ydz  disposable income due to non-wage income 
z  non-wage income 
wcse  imputed wage costs of self-employed 
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Finally, the real purchasing power of employees is determined by: 
 
o o o o
c p lemp YDW rpp - - ”   (3.83) 
 
where: 
rpp  real purchasing power of employees 
ydw  disposable income due to wages 
lemp  labour volume, employees 
pc  average consumption price 
3.8.4  Interest rates 
The nominal interest rate is exogenous. The real interest rate is calculated by 
deflating the nominal interest rate with the average consumption price.  
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4  Simulation analysis 
To illustrate the properties of the kernel of PRISMA, we present in this chapter 
the results of seven simulations. The base run for these simulations is based on 
the CPB scenario European Coordination. In each simulation, a single, one-
time impulse is given to the change of a certain variable. The response of the 
model is tracked by calculating the differences between the values (levels) of 
the model variables in the simulation run and in the base run. In all simula-
tions the impulse is given in 2000 and the simulation period is eight years.
1  
The simulations comprise three simulations regarding foreign influences: 
-  an increase in world trade by 1%; 
-  an increase in competitive export prices by 1%; 
-  an increase in the interest rate by 1% point. 
Also, two simulations regarding the labour market are included: 
-  an increase in the wage rate by 1%; 
-  an increase in labour supply by 20000 labour years. 
Finally, there are two simulations regarding government policy: 
-  a reduction in direct taxes by 1% of GDP; 
-  a reduction in social security contributions of employers by 1% of GDP. 
The results for each simulation are reported in two tables. In one, differences 
between the simulation run and the base run are presented for several key 
macro variables. In the other, differences between simulation and base run are 
presented for value added and employment in the eighteen industries of the 
business sector. 
Relative differences are expressed as percentages of the base run level. Note 
that a negative or positive effect on a variable does not necessarily mean that 
this variable actually decreases or increases. Since in the base run nearly all 
quantities and prices of goods and services rise, a negative effect, generally 
speaking, only means that the particular variable rises less fast. 
In our analysis of the simulation results, we also include a brief comparison of 
the differences between these results and those of similar simulations ob-
tained with Athena.
2 It will appear that for most simulations the resemblance 
is satisfactorily. 
 
1  The difference between simulation and base run hardly changes any more after eight years. 
This is why the simulation period is taken to be eight years. 
2  We obtained these Athena simulations from CPB on request.  
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Table 4.1.1  An increase in world trade by 1%, key macro data 
      2001 2003  2005 2007
prices     
rate of wage costs business sector  %  0.2 0.5  0.5 0.5
consumption  %  0.0 0.1  0.1 0.1
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.0 0.0  0.1 0.1
gross value added market sector  %  0.1 0.1  0.2 0.2
real labour costs market sector  %  0.2 0.3  0.4 0.3
quantities     
consumption  %  0.2 0.3  0.4 0.4
investments business sector excl. housing  %  0.6 0.7  0.6 0.5
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.7 0.8  0.7 0.7
imports  %  0.5 0.6  0.6 0.6
gross domestic product  %  0.3 0.4  0.4 0.4
net national income  %  0.3 0.5  0.5 0.5
gross value added market sector  %  0.3 0.5  0.4 0.4
labour productivity market sector  %  0.1 0.2  0.2 0.2
employment business sector  %  0.2 0.2  0.2 0.2
employment business sector (1000 labour yrs)  delta  10  14  14  12 
unemployment rate (%)  delta  -0.1 -0.1  -0.1 -0.1
rates     
utilisation rate manufacturing (%)  delta  0.2 -0.1  -0.2 -0.1
labour income share market sector (%)  delta  0.0 0.1  0.1 0.1
current account BOP (% GDP)  delta  0.1 0.1  0.1 0.1
government budget surplus (% GDP)  delta  0.1 0.1  0.1 0.1
taxes (% GDP)  delta  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
social security contributions (% GDP)  delta  -0.1 -0.1  -0.1 -0.1
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage (%) or absolute change (delta).  
See Appendix 6 for precise definitions of variables and sectors. 
Table 4.1.2  An increase in world trade by 1%, industry data 
    value added  employment 
      2001 2003  2005 2007    2001 2003  2005 2007
food industry  %  0.5 0.4  0.4 0.4 0.5 0.3  0.3 0.3
chemical industry  %  0.6 0.8  0.9 0.9 0.4 0.5  0.5 0.5
metallurgical industry  %  0.5 0.6  0.5 0.4 0.2 0.6  0.6 0.5
other manufacturing  %  0.3 0.5  0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3  0.2 0.2
construction  %  0.3 0.5  0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5  0.3 0.3
wholesale trade  %  0.4 0.5  0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4  0.4 0.3
retail trade  %  0.2 0.3  0.4 0.4 0.0 0.1  0.1 0.1
hotels and catering  %  0.2 0.4  0.4 0.4 0.0 0.1  0.1 0.1
car trade and repair  %  0.3 0.5  0.6 0.5 0.1 0.3  0.3 0.3
transport and communication  %  0.3 0.4  0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1  0.1 0.1
banking and insurance  %  0.3 0.4  0.4 0.3 0.1 0.2  0.2 0.1
other commercial services  %  0.3 0.4  0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2  0.2 0.2
agriculture  %  0.4 0.4  0.4 0.4 0.0 -0.1  -0.2 -0.2
mining  %  0.2 0.3  0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
oil industry  %  0.7 0.7  0.8 0.8 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
public utilities  %  0.3 0.4  0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
housing  %  0.2 0.3  0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3  0.3 0.3
medical and social care  %  0.0 0.1  0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1  0.1 0.1
total business sector  %  0.3 0.4  0.4 0.4   0.2 0.2  0.2 0.2
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage. 
Gross value added, factor costs (ygf) and employment (l).   53 
4.1  An increase in world trade by 1% 
The impact effect of an increase in world trade by 1% is to cause a nearly pro-
portional increase in exports. This generates a cyclical up-turn, with higher 
production, consumption, investments, employment, labour productivity, utili-
sation rates, (real) wages, and prices. Over time, the utilisation rate of manu-
facturing returns to its normal level as the increased investments generate a 
faster growth rate of production capacity. The increase in domestic prices 
causes a negative impact on the competitive position. Therefore, exports de-
crease a bit at the end of the period. 
As for the decomposition into industries, value added of the chemical and the 
oil industry increases most because these industries have a high share of ex-
ports in total sales, combined with a high dependency of these exports on 
world trade. Most of the other industries experience – at the end of the period 
- more or less the same increase in value added, notwithstanding the fact that 
some do not export at all. This is because of the higher domestic consumption 
induced by the original increase in exports. 
For most industries employment follows the increase in value added, but at a 
lower pace because (i) the value added elasticity of employment is below 1 
and (ii) real labour costs have increased. However, as in the energy sector 
(mining, oil industry, public utilities) employment is not influenced by eco-
nomic activity, it remains constant, while in agriculture employment even de-
creases because workers in this industry are more inclined to quit the industry 
when employment possibilities elsewhere become better. 
The above results appear to be nearly exactly the same as those produced by 
Athena.  
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Table 4.2.1  An increase in competitive export prices by 1%, key macro data 
      2001 2003  2005 2007
prices     
rate of wage costs business sector  %  0.2 0.6  0.8 0.9
consumption  %  0.0 0.1  0.2 0.2
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.3 0.2  0.3 0.4
gross value added market sector  %  0.2 0.3  0.3 0.4
real labour costs market sector  %  0.0 0.4  0.5 0.5
quantities     
consumption  %  0.0 0.4  0.6 0.6
investments business sector excl. housing  %  0.0 1.0  1.0 0.8
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  1.7 1.7  1.6 1.4
imports  %  0.6 0.9  0.9 0.9
gross domestic product  %  0.4 0.6  0.6 0.6
net national income  %  0.7 1.0  1.1 1.0
gross value added market sector  %  0.6 0.8  0.8 0.7
labour productivity market sector  %  0.4 0.4  0.5 0.4
employment business sector  %  0.2 0.3  0.3 0.3
employment business sector (1000 labour yrs)  delta  10  20  21  20 
unemployment rate (%)  delta  -0.1 -0.2  -0.2 -0.2
rates     
utilisation rate manufacturing (%)  delta  1.1 0.4  0.0 0.0
labour income share market sector (%)  delta  -0.4 -0.1  0.0 0.0
current account BOP (% GDP)  delta  0.5 0.3  0.3 0.3
government budget surplus (% GDP)  delta  0.1 0.2  0.2 0.2
taxes (% GDP)  delta  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
social security contributions (% GDP)  delta  -0.1 -0.1  -0.1 -0.1
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage (%) or absolute change (delta).  
See Appendix 6 for precise definitions of variables and sectors. 
Table 4.2.2  An increase in competitive export prices by 1%, industry data 
    value added  employment 
      2001 2003  2005 2007    2001 2003  2005 2007
food industry  %  0.8 0.6  0.6 0.6 0.4 0.2  0.3 0.3
chemical industry  %  1.9 1.3  1.2 1.1 1.7 1.0  0.8 0.7
metallurgical industry  %  1.7 2.3  2.0 1.6 0.1 0.9  1.4 1.3
other manufacturing  %  0.8 0.8  0.8 0.7 0.9 0.5  0.4 0.4
construction  %  0.1 0.6  0.6 0.5 0.1 0.6  0.5 0.4
wholesale trade  %  0.3 0.6  0.6 0.5 0.2 0.5  0.3 0.2
retail trade  %  0.0 0.4  0.5 0.6 -0.1 0.1  0.1 0.2
hotels and catering  %  0.1 0.4  0.6 0.6 0.0 0.1  0.2 0.2
car trade and repair  %  0.2 0.6  0.8 0.8 0.1 0.4  0.5 0.5
transport and communication  %  0.4 0.5  0.5 0.5 0.2 0.1  0.1 0.1
banking and insurance  %  0.4 0.6  0.7 0.6 0.1 0.3  0.3 0.2
other commercial services  %  0.3 0.6  0.7 0.7 0.2 0.3  0.3 0.3
agriculture  %  1.1 0.9  0.8 0.7 0.0 -0.1  -0.2 -0.3
mining  %  0.3 0.4  0.5 0.4 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
oil industry  %  0.3 0.3  0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
public utilities  %  0.3 0.6  0.7 0.6 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
housing  %  0.1 0.4  0.5 0.5 0.1 0.4  0.5 0.5
medical and social care  %  0.0 0.1  0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1  0.1 0.1
total business sector  %  0.5 0.7  0.7 0.7   0.2 0.3  0.3 0.3
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage. 
Gross value added, factor costs (ygf) and employment (l).   55 
4.2  An increase in competitive export prices by 1% 
The impact effect of an increase in competitive export prices by 1% is to cause 
an increase in exports because of the better competitive position resulting 
from it. This generates a cyclical up-turn, which resembles that induced by an 
increase in world trade by 1% qualitatively (cf. section 4.1). So, production, 
consumption, investments, employment, labour productivity, utilisation rates, 
(real) wages, and prices become all higher. Over time, the utilisation rate of 
manufacturing returns to its normal level as the increased investments gener-
ate a faster growth rate of production capacity. The increase in domestic 
prices causes a negative impact on the competitive position. Therefore, ex-
ports decrease a bit at the end of the period. 
As for the decomposition into industries, value added of most industries in-
creases in approximately the same amount, either directly because of higher 
exports or indirectly because of the induced higher investments or consump-
tion. However, developments in the chemical and metallurgical industry are 
different. At first, the increase in value added in both industries is substantially 
higher than in the other industries because of (i) a high share of exports in to-
tal sales combined with (ii) high price elasticities in these industries. However, 
the increase in the chemical industry deteriorates over time, as the sales price 
of exports in this industry is partly influenced by the foreign competitive 
prices.
1 As in the metallurgic industry the sales price of exports is only influ-
enced by the development of the own unit costs, this deterioration does not 
set in in this industry. Summarizing, the metallurgic industry profits most from 
a decrease in competitive export prices, while the chemical and oil industry 
profit most from an increase in world trade (cf. section 4.1). 
For most industries employment follows the increase in value added, but at a 
lower pace because (i) the value added elasticity of employment is below 1 
and (ii) real labour costs have increased. However, as in the energy sector 
(mining, oil industry, public utilities) employment is not influenced by eco-
nomic activity, it remains constant, while in agriculture employment even de-
creases because workers in this industry are more inclined to quit the industry 
when employment possibilities elsewhere become better. 




1  This is the reason why the oil industry experiences a rather modest increase in value added: 
their sales price of exports follows exactly foreign competitive prices.  
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Table 4.3.1  An increase in the foreign interest rate by 1%, key macro data 
      2001 2003  2005 2007
prices     
rate of wage costs business sector  %  -0.1 -0.3  -0.6 -0.8
consumption  %  0.0 -0.1  -0.2 -0.4
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.0 0.0  -0.1 -0.2
gross value added market sector  %  -0.1 -0.3  -0.4 -0.5
real labour costs market sector  %  0.0 0.0  -0.2 -0.3
quantities     
consumption  %  -0.2 -0.4  -0.5 -0.6
investments business sector excl. housing  %  -1.0 -2.4  -3.0 -3.3
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.0 0.0  0.1 0.3
imports  %  -0.2 -0.6  -0.8 -0.8
gross domestic product  %  -0.1 -0.3  -0.5 -0.5
net national income  %  -0.2 -0.4  -0.5 -0.5
gross value added market sector  %  -0.2 -0.4  -0.6 -0.6
labour productivity market sector  %  0.1 0.1  0.1 0.1
employment business sector  %  -0.2 -0.5  -0.6 -0.6
employment business sector (1000 labour yrs)  delta  -14  -29  -37  -41 
unemployment rate (%)  delta  0.2 0.3  0.4 0.4
rates     
utilisation rate manufacturing (%)  delta  0.0 0.2  0.3 0.4
labour income share market sector (%)  delta  -0.1 -0.2  -0.4 -0.5
current account BOP (% GDP)  delta  0.1 0.3  0.3 0.4
government budget surplus (% GDP)  delta  -0.2 -0.3  -0.3 -0.3
taxes (% GDP)  delta  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.1
social security contributions (% GDP)  delta  0.1 0.1  0.1 0.1
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage (%) or absolute change (delta). 
See Appendix 6 for precise definitions of variables and sectors. 
Table 4.3.2  An increase in the foreign interest rates by 1%, industry data 
    value added    employment 
      2001 2003  2005 2007    2001 2003 2005 2007
food industry  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.1  0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4
chemical industry  %  0.0 -0.1  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
metallurgical industry  %  -0.1 -0.3  -0.3 -0.2  -0.1 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4
other manufacturing  %  -0.2 -0.4  -0.5 -0.5  -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0
construction  %  -0.5 -1.3  -1.7 -2.0  -0.8 -1.6 -1.9 -2.0
wholesale trade  %  -0.2 -0.5  -0.7 -0.8  -0.7 -1.2 -1.5 -1.5
retail trade  %  -0.2 -0.3  -0.5 -0.5  -0.5 -0.9 -1.1 -1.2
hotels and catering  %  -0.2 -0.4  -0.6 -0.6  -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3
car trade and repair  %  -0.4 -0.9  -1.3 -1.5  -0.6 -1.4 -1.9 -2.2
transport and communication  %  -0.1 -0.3  -0.3 -0.3  0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
banking and insurance  %  -0.1 -0.3  -0.4 -0.4  -0.1 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2
other commercial services  %  -0.2 -0.4  -0.6 -0.6  -0.2 -0.3 -0.3 -0.4
agriculture  %  0.0 0.0  0.1 0.2  0.0 0.2 0.4 0.5
mining  %  -0.1 -0.3  -0.4 -0.4  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
oil industry  %  -0.1 -0.2  -0.3 -0.3  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
public utilities  %  -0.2 -0.4  -0.5 -0.5  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
housing  %  -0.2 -0.4  -0.5 -0.6  -0.2 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6
medical and social care  %  0.0 -0.1  -0.1 -0.1  0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
total business sector  %  -0.2 -0.4  -0.5 -0.6    -0.2 -0.5 -0.6 -0.6
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage. 
Gross value added, factor costs (ygf) and employment (l).   57 
4.3  An increase in the interest rate by 1% point 
An increase in the interest rate by 1% has four initial effects. Most important, 
investments decline because the opportunity costs of capital rise. Macro con-
sumption declines as well because the alternative – saving – becomes more at-
tractive. Interest payments by government increase. Finally, in some industries 
a rise in the interest rate has a direct negative impact on employment. 
As a result of the decrease in investments and (to a lesser extent) consumption 
a cyclical down-turn sets in with lower production, imports, employment, (real) 
wages, and prices. The substantial decrease in investments decreases produc-
tion capacity to such an extent that at the end of the period the utilisation 
rate in manufacturing is well above its normal level. Due to the fact that for 
some industries the higher interest rate decreases employment directly, labour 
productivity remains more or less constant instead of that it decreases, which 
would be common in a cyclical down-turn. 
As for the decomposition into industries, value added of construction suffers 
most from an increase of the interest rate due to lesser investments in build-
ings. Also, the car trade and repair industry suffers substantially. On the other 
hand, most of the exposed industries suffer relatively little because exports do 
not suffer much. 
The loss of employment is concentrated in construction, wholesale trade, retail 
trade, and car trade and repair. The decrease in employment in construction is 
a direct result from the decrease in value added in this industry. The loss in the 
other three industries is due to the fact that employment in these industries 
decreases directly when the interest rate increases. Employment in the energy 
sector is not affected by economic activity, thus remains constant. Finally, em-
ployment is higher in agriculture because for workers in this industry finding a 
job in another industry has become more difficult because of the cyclical 
down-turn. 
The above results resemble those produced by Athena to a great extent. There 
are two exceptions. Both models expect prices to go down. However, the price 
decrease in Athena is more pronounced than in PRISMA. The other exception 
relates to the government interest payments. These increase in Athena more 
than in PRISMA. 
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Table 4.4.1  A wage increase by 1%, key macro data  
      2001 2003  2005 2007
prices     
rate of wage costs business sector  %  1.4 1.5  1.3 1.3
consumption  %  0.2 0.4  0.4 0.4
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.1 0.4  0.5 0.4
gross value added market sector  %  0.3 0.5  0.6 0.7
real labour costs market sector  %  1.2 0.9  0.7 0.6
quantities     
consumption  %  0.3 0.5  0.4 0.3
investments business sector excl. housing  %  0.2 -0.4  -0.7 -0.8
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.0 -0.4  -0.7 -0.8
imports  %  0.2 0.0  -0.2 -0.2
gross domestic product  %  0.1 0.0  -0.2 -0.2
net national income  %  0.3 0.4  0.3 0.2
gross value added market sector  %  0.1 0.0  -0.2 -0.3
labour productivity market sector  %  0.4 0.3  0.2 0.2
employment business sector  %  -0.2 -0.3  -0.4 -0.4
employment business sector (1000 labour yrs)  delta  -14 -20  -24 -28
unemployment rate (%)  delta  0.2 0.3  0.3 0.3
rates     
utilisation rate manufacturing (%)  delta  0.0 -0.2  0.0 0.1
labour income share market sector (%)  delta  0.6 0.4  0.3 0.2
current account BOP (% GDP)  delta  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
government budget surplus (% GDP)  delta  -0.1 -0.2  -0.2 -0.2
taxes (% GDP)  delta  -0.1 -0.1  -0.1 0.0
social security contributions (% GDP)  delta  0.1 0.2  0.2 0.2
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage (%) or absolute change (delta). 
See Appendix 6 for precise definitions of variables and sectors. 
Table 4.4.2  A wage increase by 1%, industry data 
    value added   employment 
      2001 2003  2005 2007    2001 2003 2005 2007
food industry  %  0.1 -0.1  -0.2 -0.3   -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6
chemical industry  %  0.0 -0.3  -0.5 -0.5   -0.3 -0.5 -0.5 -0.6
metallurgical industry  %  0.0 -0.5  -0.9 -0.9   -0.2 -0.4 -0.8 -1.0
other manufacturing  %  0.1 -0.2  -0.4 -0.5   -0.6 -0.8 -0.8 -0.8
construction  %  0.1 -0.2  -0.4 -0.4   -0.2 -0.6 -0.7 -0.6
wholesale trade  %  0.1 0.0  -0.2 -0.2   -0.3 -0.9 -1.0 -1.1
retail trade  %  0.3 0.5  0.5 0.4   -0.1 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2
hotels and catering  %  0.3 0.4  0.3 0.2   -0.4 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2
car trade and repair  %  0.4 0.2  -0.1 -0.3   -0.2 -0.4 -0.7 -0.8
transport and communication  %  0.1 -0.2  -0.4 -0.4   -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4
banking and insurance  %  0.1 0.1  -0.1 -0.2   0.0 0.1 0.0 -0.1
other commercial services  %  0.2 0.2  0.0 -0.1   -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.4
agriculture  %  0.0 -0.3  -0.5 -0.5   0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6
mining  %  0.1 0.1  0.0 -0.1   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
oil industry  %  0.1 0.2  0.2 0.2   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
public utilities  %  0.2 0.2  0.0 -0.1   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
housing  %  0.2 0.3  0.2 0.1   0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1
medical and social care  %  0.1 0.1  0.0 0.0   0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
total business sector  %  0.1 0.0  -0.2 -0.2    -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage. 
Gross value added, factor costs (ygf) and employment (l).   59 
4.4  An increase in the wage rate by 1% 
In this simulation we investigate an autonomous increase of the wage rate by 
1% in all industries of the business sector as well as in the government sector. 
The original wage increase initiates a wage-price spiral so that inflation rises. 
However, the nominal wage rate rises even more than prices so that real wa-
ges and real labour costs increase as well. 
The above influences the various sales categories of the business sector differ-
ently. On the one hand, the increased real wages lead to a higher disposable 
income of households and hence to more consumption.  On the other hand, 
investments go down because increased labour costs negatively affect the re-
turn on capital. Furthermore, exports decrease because increased domestic 
prices lead to a worse competitive position. These three effects happen to can-
cel out approximately: gross domestic product decreases only slightly. How-
ever, the decrease in employment is far more pronounced because the in-
creased labour costs lead businesses to substitute away from labour. As a re-
sult, labour productivity increases. Also, the unemployment rate increases. 
Because domestic prices rise with respect to foreign prices, the terms of trade 
improve. This is why net national income increases. Furthermore, this is why 
the current account of the balance of payments is not affected, notwithstand-
ing the fact that real exports decrease. 
As for the decomposition into industries, value added of most industries de-
creases but there are some exceptions. For example, value added of the retail 
trade and hotels and catering increase because of the increased level of con-
sumption. At the other end, value added of the metallurgic industry decreases 
substantially because of the combined effect of lower exports and lower sales 
of investment goods. 
In principle, employment in an industry follows value added. However, em-
ployment development is less favourable because of the increased labour 
costs. Furthermore, in wholesale trade, retail trade, and care trade and repair 
employment is negatively influenced directly because of the lower return on 
capital. Employment in the energy sector (mining, oil industry, public utilities) 
is not affected by economic activity, thus remains constant. Finally, employ-
ment is higher in agriculture because for workers in this industry finding a job 
in another industry has become more difficult. 
The above results appear all in the same order as those produced by Athena. 
We also analysed two other simulations: one in which only the wage rate in 
the market sector increased and one in which only the wage rate in the public 
sector increased. We compared the results with those of Athena and also in 
these simulations the resemblance was satisfactory.  
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Table 4.5.1  An increase in labour supply by 20000 labour years, key macro data 
      2001 2003  2005 2007
prices     
rate of wage costs business sector  %  -0.2 -0.4  -0.4 -0.3
consumption  %  0.0 -0.1  -0.1 -0.1
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.0 -0.1  -0.1 -0.1
gross value added market sector  %  0.0 -0.1  -0.2 -0.2
real labour costs market sector  %  -0.2 -0.3  -0.2 -0.2
quantities     
consumption  %  0.0 -0.1  -0.1 0.0
investments business sector excl. housing  %  0.0 0.0  0.2 0.2
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.0 0.0  0.2 0.2
imports  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.1
gross domestic product  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.1
net national income  %  0.0 -0.1  -0.1 0.0
gross value added market sector  %  0.0 0.0  0.1 0.1
labour productivity market sector  %  -0.1 -0.1  -0.1 -0.1
employment business sector  %  0.1 0.1  0.1 0.1
employment business sector (1000 labour yrs)  delta  4  6  8  9 
unemployment rate (%)  delta  0.2 0.1  0.1 0.1
rates     
utilisation rate manufacturing (%)  delta  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
labour income share market sector (%)  delta  -0.1 -0.2  -0.1 -0.1
current account BOP (% GDP)  delta  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
government budget surplus (% GDP)  delta  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
taxes (% GDP)  delta  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
social security contributions (% GDP)  delta  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage (%) or absolute change (delta).  
See Appendix 6 for precise definitions of variables and sectors. 
Table 4.5.2  An increase in labour supply by 20000 labour years, industry data 
    value added   employment 
      2001 2003  2005 2007    2001 2003 2005 2007
food industry  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.1   0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1
chemical industry  %  0.0 0.0  0.1 0.1   0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2
metallurgical industry  %  0.0 0.1  0.2 0.3   0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2
other manufacturing  %  0.0 0.0  0.1 0.1   0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
construction  %  0.0 0.0  0.1 0.1   0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
wholesale trade  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.1   0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3
retail trade  %  0.0 -0.1  -0.1 -0.1   0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
hotels and catering  %  0.0 -0.1  -0.1 0.0   0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
car trade and repair  %  0.0 -0.1  0.0 0.1   0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3
transport and communication  %  0.0 0.0  0.1 0.1   0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
banking and insurance  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.1   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
other commercial services  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.1   0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
agriculture  %  0.0 0.0  0.1 0.1   0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
mining  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
oil industry  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
public utilities  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
housing  %  0.0 -0.1  0.0 0.0   0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0
medical and social care  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
total business sector  %  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.1    0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage. 
Gross value added, factor costs (ygf) and employment (l).   61 
4.5  An increase in labour supply by 20000 labour years 
The impact effect of an increase in labour supply by 20000 labour years is to 
cause an increase in the unemployment rate. This makes the bargaining posi-
tion of labour unions worse so that the wage rate decreases. Therefore, simu-
lation results are comparable to those of the previous section in which an 
autonomous increase in the wage rate was investigated, if one bears in mind: 
(i) signs are reversed and (ii) the initial impulse on the wage rate due to 20000 
extra labour years is approximately equivalent to an autonomous decrease of 
the wage rate by one third percent. Therefore, we refer to the previous sec-
tion for an explanation of simulation results. 
There is only one thing needing extra attention. In the previous section the 
autonomous increase in the wage rate caused employment to go down with a 
higher unemployment rate as a result. Accordingly, in the present simulation 
the decrease in wage rate (induced by the higher labour supply) causes em-
ployment to go up. However, this increased employment is not sufficient to 
absorb the extra labour supply. As a result, in the present simulation the un-
employment rate goes up as well. 
The above results appear to resemble those of Athena to a great extent. 
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Table 4.6.1  A reduction in direct taxes by 1% of GDP, key macro data  
      2001  2003  2005  2007 
prices           
rate of wage costs business sector  %  -0.9 -0.6  -0.4 -0.3
consumption  %  0.1 -0.2  -0.2 -0.1
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.0 -0.1  -0.2 -0.2
gross value added market sector  %  0.1 -0.1  -0.2 -0.2
real labour costs market sector  %  -1.0 -0.5  -0.2 -0.1
quantities     
consumption  %  1.2 1.2  1.5 1.6
investments business sector excl. housing  %  0.0 1.1  1.6 1.7
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.0 0.2  0.3 0.3
imports  %  0.5 0.7  1.0 1.0
gross domestic product  %  0.4 0.5  0.7 0.8
net national income  %  0.5 0.5  0.6 0.7
gross value added market sector  %  0.5 0.6  0.9 0.9
labour productivity market sector  %  -0.2 -0.2  0.0 0.0
employment business sector  %  0.6 0.8  0.8 0.8
employment business sector (1000 labour yrs)  delta  36 47  52 57
unemployment rate (%)  delta  -0.4 -0.4  -0.4 -0.4
rates     
utilisation rate manufacturing (%)  delta  0.1 0.2  0.1 -0.1
labour income share market sector (%)  delta  -0.8 -0.2  -0.1 0.0
current account BOP (% GDP)  delta  -0.2 -0.3  -0.4 -0.4
government budget surplus (% GDP)  delta  -0.7 -0.8  -0.8 -0.9
taxes (% GDP)  delta  -0.8 -0.9  -0.8 -0.8
social security contributions (% GDP)  delta  -0.2 -0.2  -0.2 -0.2
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage (%) or absolute change (delta). 
See Appendix 6 for precise definitions of variables and sectors 
Table 4.6.2  A reduction in direct taxes by 1% of GDP, industry data 
    value added   employment 
      2001 2003 2005 2007    2001 2003 2005 2007
food industry  %  0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3   0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3
chemical industry  %  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3   0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2
metallurgical industry  %  0.1 0.4 0.7 0.7   0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6
other manufacturing  %  0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6   0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6
construction  %  0.1 0.7 1.0 1.1   0.5 1.1 1.2 1.1
wholesale trade  %  0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8   0.6 1.2 1.2 1.3
retail trade  %  1.1 1.1 1.3 1.4   0.9 1.6 1.4 1.5
hotels and catering  %  1.1 1.0 1.3 1.4   1.2 0.9 0.9 1.0
car trade and repair  %  1.1 1.4 2.0 2.2   1.0 1.8 2.3 2.5
transport and communication  %  0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6   0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3
banking and insurance  %  0.5 0.6 0.8 0.8   0.1 0.4 0.4 0.3
other commercial services  %  0.8 0.9 1.2 1.2   1.0 0.9 0.9 1.0
agriculture  %  0.1 0.3 0.4 0.4   0.0 -0.2 -0.5 -0.6
mining  %  0.4 0.5 0.7 0.7   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
oil industry  %  0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
public utilities  %  0.7 0.8 1.0 1.0   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
housing  %  0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0   0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0
medical and social care  %  0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3   0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3
total business sector  %  0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9    0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage. 
Gross value added, factor costs (ygf) and employment (l).   63 
4.6  A reduction in direct taxes by 1% of GDP 
In this simulation, direct taxes are reduced to such an extent that the initial tax 
cut amounts to 1% of GDP. The tax cut directly affects (i) the disposable in-
come of households, (ii) the wage rate, and (iii) tax receipts of government. 
The increase in real disposable incomes has two major effects. First, consump-
tion rises. Its effect on domestic production is limited, however, because of 
substantial import leakages. Second, labour supply (mostly of women) in-
creases because of the rise in real disposable income. 
The tax cut lowers the wedge between wage costs for employers and net 
wages for employees. Hence, the bargaining process between employers and 
employees will result in a lower wage rate. This initiates a downward wage-
price spiral. As the wage rate decreases more than prices, real labour costs go 
down as well. Because of the lower prices the competitive position of export-
ing businesses improves so that exports increase. The lower wage costs also in-
crease the profitability of businesses so that investments rise. 
Hence, all sales categories rise so production increases. Employment follows 
this rise in production. This more than compensates the increased labour sup-
ply so that the unemployment rate decreases. 
The reduction in direct tax receipts raises the government budget deficit. Ini-
tially, this rise in the deficit is partly compensated because indirect tax receipts 
increase because of the economic upswing. Over time, the deficit rises, how-
ever, because the steady increase in the government debt also causes a rise in 
the interest payments of the government. 
As for the decomposition into industries, value added and employment of the 
sheltered industries increase in general more than those of the exposed indus-
tries. This is a direct result from the fact that the increase in export sales is sub-
stantially smaller than the increase in the other sales categories. 
However, employment in the energy sector (mining, oil industry, public utili-
ties) is not affected by economic activity, thus remains constant. Finally, em-
ployment decreases in agriculture because for workers in this industry finding 
a job in another industry has become easier. 
The above results appear to be qualitatively equivalent to those produced by 
Athena. Also, real developments are in the order of magnitude, be it that they 
are somewhat smaller. However, the above developments in prices and the 
real wage are substantially smaller than those of Athena. 
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Table 4.7.1  A reduction in social security contributions of employers by 1% of GDP, key macro data  
      2001 2003  2005 2007
prices     
rate of wage costs business sector  %  -0.8 -0.5  -0.2 -0.2
consumption  %  -0.2 -0.1  -0.2 -0.1
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  -0.2 -0.2  -0.2 -0.1
gross value added market sector  %  -0.4 -0.1  -0.2 -0.2
real labour costs market sector  %  -0.4 -0.4  -0.1 -0.1
quantities     
consumption  %  0.6 1.5  1.5 1.5
investments business sector excl. housing  %  -0.3 1.5  1.7 1.6
exports businesses excl. energy sector  %  0.0 0.3  0.3 0.2
imports  %  0.2 1.0  1.0 0.9
gross domestic product  %  0.2 0.7  0.7 0.7
net national income  %  -0.1 0.6  0.6 0.6
gross value added market sector  %  0.2 0.8  0.8 0.8
labour productivity market sector  %  -0.1 -0.1  0.0 0.0
employment business sector  %  0.2 0.9  0.8 0.8
employment business sector (1000 labour yrs)  delta  15  53  53  51 
unemployment rate (%)  delta  -0.1 -0.5  -0.4 -0.4
rates     
utilisation rate manufacturing (%)  delta  0.1 0.1  -0.1 -0.2
labour income share market sector (%)  delta  -0.2 -0.3  0.0 0.0
current account BOP (% GDP)  delta  -0.2 -0.4  -0.4 -0.4
government budget surplus (% GDP)  delta  -0.8 -0.7  -0.7 -0.8
taxes (% GDP)  delta  0.2 0.2  0.2 0.2
social security contributions (% GDP)  delta  -1.0 -1.1  -1.0 -1.0
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage (%) or absolute change (delta). 
See Appendix 6 for precise definitions of variables and sectors. 
Table 4.7.2  A reduction in social security contributions of employers by 1% of GDP, industry data 
    value added   employment 
      2001 2003  2005 2007    2001 2003 2005 2007
food industry  %  0.1 0.4  0.3 0.3   0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3
chemical industry  %  0.0 0.3  0.3 0.3   0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2
metallurgical industry  %  0.0 0.5  0.5 0.4   0.0 0.4 0.6 0.6
other manufacturing  %  0.1 0.5  0.6 0.5   0.5 0.7 0.6 0.6
construction  %  -0.1 1.0  1.0 1.0   0.0 1.4 1.2 1.0
wholesale trade  %  0.1 0.8  0.8 0.7   0.1 1.5 1.3 1.1
retail trade  %  0.6 1.4  1.3 1.3   0.3 1.6 1.5 1.4
hotels and catering  %  0.5 1.3  1.4 1.3   0.7 1.0 0.9 0.9
car trade and repair  %  0.4 1.8  2.0 2.1   0.4 1.9 2.3 2.4
transport and communication  %  0.1 0.5  0.5 0.5   0.2 0.4 0.3 0.3
banking and insurance  %  0.2 0.8  0.8 0.8   0.0 0.4 0.5 0.3
other commercial services  %  0.3 1.1  1.2 1.2   0.5 1.0 0.9 0.9
agriculture  %  0.1 0.4  0.3 0.3   -0.2 -0.3 -0.5 -0.7
mining  %  0.2 0.6  0.7 0.7   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
oil industry  %  0.2 0.5  0.5 0.5   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
public utilities  %  0.3 0.9  1.0 1.0   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
housing  %  0.4 0.9  1.0 1.0   0.4 0.9 1.0 1.0
medical and social care  %  0.1 0.3  0.3 0.3   0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3
total business sector  %  0.2 0.8  0.8 0.8    0.2 0.9 0.8 0.8
Difference between the simulation and the base run as percentage. 
Gross value added, factor costs (ygf) and employment (l).   65 
4.7  A reduction in social security contributions of employers by 1% 
of GDP 
In this simulation social security contributions of employers are reduced to 
such an extent that the initial reduction in their payments to the social security 
funds amounts to 1% of GDP. Simultaneously, government contributions to 
the social security funds are increased by the same amount. Hence, the simula-
tion investigates a money transfer from government to the business sector. 
This simulation resembles the simulation of the previous section – where a re-
duction in direct taxes was investigated – a great deal. In both simulations the 
wedge between wage costs of employers and net wages of employees is re-
duced at the expense of the government budget. The only difference is that in 
the present simulation the business sector profits initially, whereas in the simu-
lation of the previous section private households profited initially. 
The process of wage bargaining has been modelled in such a way that in the 
long run wage costs for employers and net wages of employees are equally ef-
fected by a reduction in the wedge, no matter whether the initial reduction 
leads to a reduction in wage costs (which is the case in the present simulation) 
or to a reduction in net wages (which was the case in the simulation of the 
previous section). As a result - at the end of the period - economic effects in 
the present simulation are practically the same as those in the simulation of 
the previous section. Thus, we refer to this section for an explanation of these 
effects. 
Only in the beginning of the simulation period there are some differences. 
The most important is that of the development of macro consumption. As net 
wages of employees improve in the present simulation only after a few years 
of wage bargaining, the increase in consumption starts somewhat later in 
comparison with the simulation of the previous section, in which net wages 
improved immediately at the beginning of the simulation period. 
When we compare the above results of a reduction in the social security con-
tributions of employers with those produced by Athena, it appears that these 
results resemble each other to a great extent. 
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Appendix 1  Notational conventions 
The following notational conventions are adhered to: 
-  small characters in italics (up to 5) denote real variables 
-  the same characters in capitals denote the nominal equivalent 
-  Greek characters denote ratios of variables, or parameters 
-  subscripts i,j indicate industries. In many cases these subscripts are sup-
pressed if the intention is clear from the context 
-  subscripts k,l indicate categories of goods/services 
-  a subscript of –1 (-2) denotes a one (two) year lagged variable 
-  a subscript of –1/2 (-3/2) denotes the average of a non- (1 year) lagged and 
1 (2) year(s) lagged variable 
-  px denotes the price of x 
-  Dx ” x – x-1 that is: absolute change 
- 
o
x   ”  D ln x  =  ln (x/x-1)  »  Dx / x-1 that is: relative change 
-  underscores denote exogenous variables 
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Appendix 2  List of variables 
In this appendix a complete list of the variables of PRISMA is given. As a con-
sequence, some variables may not be present elsewhere in this report. 
The first column gives the symbol with which the variable is denoted. The sec-
ond column gives a description of the variable. The third column gives for 
some variables the relation of the variable to others. The fourth column gives 
the internal code of the variable and is for internal use only. 
About the sequence of ordering. First, variables denoted by normal characters 
are listed in alphabetic order. Subsequently, variables denoted by Greek char-
acters are listed, again in alphabetic order. Finally, some remaining variables – 
not denoted by symbols at all – are listed in an arbitrary order. 
 
Symbol  Description  Relation to 
other variables 
Code 
binc  balance of macro income account, =  
disposable income 
  YDX 
both  balance of other income entries in macro  
accounts 
  SYO 
bsp  balance of macro spending account    SYX 
c  macro consumption  dc + tvac + mcnc  CGX 
ck  consumption expenditures on category k    CGK 
cap  production capacity    CAP 
clt  contractual labour time    ATC 
dc  demand for consumption goods/services  sc + mc  CDE 
deb  debt of government at end of the year    DEB 
del  deliveries of businesses to government in 
macro accounts 
  LEV 
dep  depreciation of capital stock    DBX 
di  demand for investment goods  si + mi  IDE 
dm  demand for intermediate goods/services  sm + mm  INT 
dstat  statistical difference in balance of payments    STT 
g  government consumption  sg + mg + tvag = 





gadm  part of government consumption: administra-
tion costs of social security funds 
  GAD 
gki  part of government consumption: payments 
of social security funds in kind 
  GKI 
gstr  part of government consumption:  
government consumption in strict sense 
  GST 
h  labour productivity  ygf / l  HAT 
i  gross investments  di + tvai  IBB 
ik  gross investments of kth category    IBK 
k  stock of capital    KBZ 
l  labour volume, total  lemp + lse  ALZ 
lemp  labour volume, employees    ALX 
lse  labour volume, self-employed    AZX 
lsup  supply of labour    ASX 
m  expenditures on intermediate goods/services  dm + tvam + 
mmnc 
VBR 
m  imports  mc +mcnc + mg 
+ mi + mm + 
mn + mx 
 
mc  imports of consumption goods/services    MCX 
mcnc  imports of consumption goods/services that 
do not compete with domestically produced 
goods/services 
  MCN 
mg  imports of public goods/services at the macro 
level 
  MCO 
mi  imports of investment goods    MIX 
mm  imports of intermediate goods/services, total  mmc + mmnc  MGH 
mmc  imports of intermediate goods/services that 
compete with domestically produced 
goods/services 
  MGC 
mmnc  imports of intermediate goods/services that 
do not compete with domestically produced 
goods/services 
  MGN 
mn  imports resulting in stock building    MNX 
mx  imports that are re-exported, = re-exports    BWE 
n  stock building  Dstk  NXX   73 
pwcon  contractual wage rate    LBC 
pwdr  wage drift    LBI 
pcc  price of goods/services that compete with 
domestically produced consumption 
goods/services 
  CCG 
pci  price of goods/services that compete with 
domestically produced investment goods 
  CIB 
pcx  price of goods/services that compete with 
domestically produced exported 
goods/services 
= ptwld   
pcm  price of goods/services that compete with 
domestically produced intermediate 
goods/services 
  CGO 
q  production  s + n = 
ygm + m 
BPR 
r  interest rate    RXX 
rav  average interest rate paid by government    RMX 
rreal  real interest rate    RRX 
RGOV  interest paid by government    ROV 
rpp  real purchasing power of employees    LBDH 
s  total sales of domestic origin    AFZ 
sc  sales of consumption goods/services of  
domestic origin 
  CGT 
sfin  final sales of domestic origin  sc+sg+si+sx  FAF 
sg  sales of public goods/services of domestic  
origin 
  COT 
si  sales of investment goods of domestic origin    IBH 
sm  sales of intermediate goods/services by 
supplying and by receiving industry 
  GOL 
ssb  social security benefits  ssbu + ssbo = 
ssbgv + ssbfd 
YUB 
ssbfd  social security benefits paid by social security 
funds 
(1-c) * ssb  UIS 
ssbgv  social security benefits paid by government  c* ssb  UIR 
ssbo  social security benefits, other    YUO 
ssbu  social security benefits, for unemployed    YUU 
sscbs  social security contributions paid by busi-
nesses due to gross wages 
sbus * W  SOC  
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sscgv  social security contributions paid by govern-
ment 
  PRO 
sscem  social security contributions paid by employ-
ees due to gross wages 
shs  * W  PRG 
sscpr  social security contributions paid by private 
sector 
  PRS 
stk  stocks  s s  SXX 
sub  subsidies    SUX 
sx  sales of exported goods/services of domestic 
origin 
sxgds + sxen +  
sxsrv 
BTX 
sxgds  sales of exported goods excluding energy    BTG 
sxen  sales of exported energy    BTE 
sxsrv  sales of exported services    BTS 
t  taxes, total  tdir+tcor+tind+
tva 
TAX 
tc  total costs  m + (tind-sub) + 
dep + wc + 
wcse 
TCX 
tcor  corporate taxes    VBX 
tdir  direct taxes paid by private households    DBG 
tinc  income taxes on gross wages  tinc * W  LBX 
tind  indirect taxes excluding VAT    BIX 
tva  VAT, total  tvac + tvag + 
tvai + tvam 
BVX 
tvac  VAT on consumption goods/services    VAC 
tvag  VAT on public goods/services at the macro 
level 
  BVO 
tvai  VAT on investment goods    VAI 
tvam  VAT on intermediate goods/services    BVV 
twld  world trade    CWH 
u  unemployment  lsup – l  WKL 
uc  unit costs  TC / q  TCXQ 
W  gross wages   lemp * pw  LBB 
WC  wage costs   lemp * pwc  LBT 
WCSE  imputed wage costs of self-employed  lse* pwc  TLZ 
x  exports  sx + mx     75 
ydssb  disposable income due to social security  
benefits 
  YUD 
ydw  disposable income due to wages    LBD 
ydz  disposable income due to non-wage income    WMD 
ygf  value added, gross/factor costs  ynf + dep  YBF 
ygm  value added, gross/market prices  ygf + (tind-sub)  YBM 
ynf  value added, net/factor costs  wc + z  YNF 
ynm  value added, net/market prices  ynf + (tind-sub)  YNM 
ystr  structural production    YST 
z  non-wage income  ynf – wc   
       
  Greek characters     
dcap  depreciation rate of capital    DBXQ 
ddisp  disposable income as share of income    LUDQ 
c  share of social security benefits paid by gov-
ernment 
  UIRQ 
L  wedge between wage costs and net wages    WDGQ 
mC  imports-sales ratio with respect to consump-
tion goods/services 
mcc / sc  MCQ 
mi  imports-sales ratio with respect to investment 
goods 
mi / si  MIQ 
mm  imports-sales ratio with respect to intermedi-
ate goods/services 
mmc / sm  MGQ 
q  utilisation rate  ygf / cap  YBFQ 
rcap  return on capital  (z-wcse) / k-1  WMRQ 
rrep  net replacement ratio, = minimum benefit / 
0.8 * average wage 
  UITQ 
s  stocks-sales ratio    SXXQ 
sbus  social security contributions paid by busi-
nesses as a fraction of gross wages 
  SOCQ 
semp  social security contributions paid by employ-
ees as a fraction of gross wages 
  PRGQ 
tinc  average income tax rate    LBXQ 
tvac  VAT tariff on consumption goods/services    VACQ 
tvai  VAT tariff on investment goods    VAIQ 
u  unemployment rate  u / lsup  WKLQ  
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  No special symbol because variables can be 
expressed easily in other symbols if necessary: 
   
  sales of intermediate goods/services by  
receiving industry  ￿ =
i
ij j sm sm
 
OOT 
  sales of intermediate goods/services by  
supplying industry  ￿ =
j
ij i sm sm
 
GOT 
  price of imported consumption goods/services 
of kth category 
k mc p   MCK 
  price of imported investment goods of kth 
category 
k mi p   MIK 
  VAT on consumption goods/services, macro 
level  ￿
k
k tvac   BVC 
  VAT on investment goods, macro level  ￿
k
k tvai   BVI 
  balance of payments  x – m  BOP 
  wage costs including imputed wage costs of 
self-employed 
WC + WCSE  LBZ 
  non-wage income excluding imputed wage 
costs of self-employed 
Z – WCSE  WMR 
  imports excluding re-exports  m  – mx  MXX 
  balance of payments as share of GDP  bpay / ygf  BOPQ 
  labour income share  (wc+wcse) / ynf  LBZQ 
  Balance of macro spending account as share 
of GDP 
bsp / ygf  SYXQ 
  total of taxes as share of GDP  t / ygf  TAXQ 
  indirect taxes (excluding VAT) minus subsidies  tind – sub  TKS 
  sum of non-wage disposable income and cor-
porate taxes 
ydz + tcor  WMM 
       
  Technical variables     
  tracks position of switches    SWI 
  switch: if SIZBN=1 size-classes are calculated 
bottom-up 
  SIZ 
  switch: if BTXBN=1 extra export mechanisms 
are activated 
  BTXB 
  check variable    VBRQ   77 
Appendix 3  Classification of industries 
In this appendix the classification of the eighteen industries in the business 
sector and the government sector is given. In the table below, the first column 
gives the PRISMA industry numbering together with the PRISMA description of 
the industry. The second column gives the definition of the industry in SBI co-
des. The third column gives the description of these SBI industries in Dutch. 
The fourth column gives the internal code of these SBI industries. 
Below the table this appendix concludes with describing the relationship be-
tween PRISMA industries and the industries distinguished by the CPB model 
Athena. 
 
PRISMA industries  SBI code  Description in Dutch  code 
1  food industry  151, 155  dierlijke voedingsmiddelenindustrie  idv 
    15 ex 151,155,159  overige voedingsmiddelenindustrie  iov 
    159, 16  genotmiddelenindustrie  igm 
2  chemical industry  24, 25  chemie, rubber- en kunststofindustrie  ich 
3  metallurgic industry  27  basismetaalindustrie  iba 
    28  metaalproductenindustrie  imp 
    29, 30  machine-industrie  ima 
    31, 32, 33 
electrotechnische-, instrumenten- en  
optische industrie  iet 
    34, 35  transportmiddelenindustrie  itr 
4  other  
manufacturing 
17, 18, 19  textiel-, kleding- en lederindustrie  itk 
   
20, 26, 36 (excl. 
36631), 37 
hout- en bouwmaterialenindustrie, meubel 
en ov. industrie  ihb 
    21  papier- en papierwarenindustrie  ipa 
    22  grafische industrie  igu 
5  construction  45111, 45211, 4522, 
45253, 4550 
burgerlijke- en utiliteitsbouw  but 
   
45112, 4512, 45212, 
45213, 45231, 45232, 
4524, 45251, 45252, 
45254 
grond-, weg- en waterbouw  bgw  
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    454  afwerkers  bsa 
   
4531, 4532, 4533, 
4534 
bouwinstallatiebedrijven  bin 
6  wholesale trade  511  handelsbemiddeling  grt 
   
512  groothandel agrarische producten en 
levende dieren 
grl 
    513  groothandel voedings- en genotmiddelen  grv 
    514  groothandel consumptiegoederen  grc 
    516  groothandel investeringsgoederen  gri 
    515 (excl. 5153), 517  groothandel intermediaire goederen  gin 
    5153  groothandel bouwmaterialen  grb 
7  retail trade  5211, 522  detailhandel food  dfo 
   
5244, 5245, 5246, 
52494, 52495, 52497, 
52498 
detailhandel woninginrichting, DHZ, verf- en 
huishoud. art. 
dwd 
    5241, 5242, 5243  detailhandel textiel, kleding en schoeisel  dtk 
   
5232, 5233, 5212, 
5247, 5248, 52491 -
52493, 52496, 52499, 
525 
detailhandel overige non-food  don 
    526, 527  detailhandel niet in winkel, reparatie  dnw 
8  hotels, restaurants  551  hotel en pensions  hhp 
    552  vakantiecentra en jeugdherbergen  hvj 
    553  restaurants, cafetaria’s etc.  hre 
    554  cafés e.d.  hca 
    555  besloten horeca-inrichtingen  hbi 
9  car trade and repair  50101 -50103, 50105, 
50301, 50302, 50401 
autogroothandel  agr 
   
50104, 50205, 50402, 
50201, 50203, 50303, 
50204, 505 
autodetailhandel  are   79 
 
10  transport and 
communication 
6021, 6022, 6023  personenvervoer  tpv 
    6024, 603  goederenvervoer over land  tgw 
    611, 612, 62  scheep- en luchtvaart  tsl 
    63  dienstverlening t.b.v. vervoer  tvv 
    64  post- en communicatie  com 
11  banking and insur-
ance 
65, 66, 67  bank- en verzekering  zbv 
12  other commercial 
services 
741  juridische- en economische dienstverlening  zpr 
    742  architect- en ingenieurbureaus  zte 
    744  marketingbureaus  zma 
    71, 72, 743, 746, 747, 
748 
overige zakelijke dienstverlening  zco 
    8041, 93  overige diensten particulier  oov 
    73, 853, 91, 95  overige diensten niet-particulier  onp 
    745  uitzendbureaus  zau 
    92  cultuur, sport, RTV  ocr 
13  agriculture  01, 02, 05  landbouw  lan 
14  mining  10, 11, 14  delfstoffenwinning  del 
15  oil industry  23  olie-industrie  iao 
16  public utilities  40, 41  openbaar nut  nut 
17  housing  701, 703  makelaars  zog 
    702  exploitatie onroerend goed  won 
18  medical and social 
care 
5231, 851, 852  zorg  zrg 
19  government  75, 80 (excl. 8041), 
90, 99, 36631 




Relationship between PRISMA industries and Athena industries 
Below only non 1-1 relationships are indicated. 
-  The 3 PRISMA industries ‘wholesale trade’, ‘retail trade’, and ‘car trade and 
repair’ combine to the Athena industry ‘handel en reparatie’. 
-  The PRISMA industry ‘transport and communication’ comprises the two 
Athena industries ‘transport’ and ‘post en communicatie’. 
-  The 2 PRISMA industries ‘other commercial services’ and ‘hotels, restau-
rants’ combine to the 2 Athena industries ‘tertiair overig’ and ‘uitzendbu-
reaus’. 
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Appendix 4  Macro accounts 
At the macro level six sectors are distinguished: businesses, government, social 
security funds, private households, pension funds, and foreign countries. At 
the end of this appendix the accounts of these six sectors are presented. The 
entries of these accounts are calculated by PRISMA from year to year. 
In chapter 3 it has been explained for many entries how they are determined. 
The evaluation of those entries that were not mentioned there is given below. 
Entries following from book-keeping rules 
For each sector, the account is split up in maximally three sub accounts: the 
goods/services account, the income account, and the spending account. How-
ever, in some sectors some sub accounts are missing. 
All sub accounts should balance. Thus, all these sub accounts contain a balanc-
ing entry. If an entry serves as a balancing entry, this is indicated in the ac-
counts. Two balancing entries are noteworthy. First, in the goods/services ac-
counts of businesses and government, not value added but the ‘balance of de-
liveries from businesses to government’ is used for balancing the budget. Sec-
ondly, in the account of the social security funds the balance of the spending 
account is fixed (see below) and therefore it cannot be used for balancing 
purposes. Instead, the social security contributions of the private sector serve 
as the balancing entry. 
Entries following GDP 
To keep things simple, the following entries follow developments of gross 
domestic production: 
o o o o
YGF DSTAT BSP BOTH soc = = =   (A.1) 
 
where: 
both  balance of other income entries (present in all sectors) 
bspsoc  balance of spending account of the social security funds 
dstat  statistical difference in the foreign account 
ygf  value added, gross/factor costs, that is: gross domestic production at 
the macro level  
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Government consumption 
Government consumption is split up in three parts in the macro accounts. The-
se parts are held fixed: 
 
o o o o
G GSTR GADM GKI = = =   (A.2) 
 
where: 
gki  part of government consumption: payments of social security funds 
in kind 
gadm  part of government consumption: administration costs of social secu-
rity funds 
gstr  part of government consumption: government consumption in strict 
sense 
Imports 
Total imports are the sum of the next seven components: 
 
MN MM MX MI MG MCNC MC M + + + + + + ”   (A.3) 
 
where: 
m  imports 
mc  imports of consumption goods/services 
mcnc  imports of consumption goods/services that do not compete with 
domestically produced goods/services 
mg  imports of public goods/services 
mi  imports of investment goods 
mx  imports that are re-exported, = re-exports 
mm  imports of intermediate goods/services 
mn  imports resulting in stock building 
 
Most of these components are discussed in chapter 3. The next two follow 
from: 
 
21 C MCNC ”   (A.4) 
o o
N MN =   (A.5) 
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where: 
c21  21
st category of consumption goods/services, i.e. holidays abroad 
n  stock building 
Taxes 
Total taxes on value added consists of four components: 
 
TVAM TVAI TVAG TVAC TVA + + + ”   (A.6) 
 
where: 
tva  VAT, total 
tvac  VAT on consumption goods/services 
tvag  VAT on public goods/services 
tvai  VAT on investments goods 
tvam  VAT on intermediate goods/services 
 
The evaluation of these four components is discussed in chapter 3. Corporate 
taxes follow the development of non-wage income corrected for imputed wa-
ge costs of self-employed: 
 
o o
) ( WCSE Z TCOR - =   (A.7) 
 
where: 
tcor  corporate taxes 
z  non-wage income 
wcse  imputed wage costs of self-employed 
 
The evaluation of the remaining tax categories, viz. indirect taxes businesses 
(tind) and direct taxes private households (tdir), is discussed in chapter 3. 
Interest paid by government 
The interest paid by government is calculated by: 
 




rgov  interest paid by government 
deb  debt of government at end of the year 
rav  average interest rate paid by government 
 
The debt of the government and the average interest rate paid on this debt 
are calculated as follows: 
 
gov BSP DEB DEB + = -1   (A.9) 
r r r av av l l + - = -1 , ) 1 (   (A.10) 
 
where: 
bspgov  balance of spending account of government 
r  current interest rate 
l  parameter indicating the fraction of government debt which expires 
and which must be loaned again. This fraction is taken to be 0.1. 
Social security 
The contributions of the government to the social security funds are taken to 
be a fixed part of the social security benefits that these funds pay to the pri-
vate households: 
o o
SSBFD SSCGV =   (A.11) 
 
where: 
sscgv  social security contributions paid by government 
ssbfd  social security benefits paid by social security funds 
 
The social security benefits that private households receive, are paid partly by 
the social security funds and partly by government. For simplicity, it is assumed 
that the ratio between these parts remains fixed over time: 
 
SSB SSBGV c =   (A.12) 
SSBGV SSB SSBFD - ”   (A.13)   85 
where: 
ssbgv  social security benefits paid by government 
ssbfd  social security benefits paid by social security funds 
ssb  social security benefits  
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Account businesses 
entry  counter entry    Prisma variable  value 1999 (%GDP)
    GOODS/SERVICES ACCOUNT   
benefits     
1.1.1  2.2.1  Deliveries to government (balancing entry)  DEL  10.0 
1.1.N  3.6.N  Consumption of social security funds  GKI  7.2 
1.1.2  4.6.1  Consumption of private households  C  56.5 
1.1.3  6.2.1  Exports of goods/services  X  68.2 
1.1.4  1.6.1  Investments of businesses  I(bus)  22.0 
1.1.5  1.6.2  Stock building  N+MN  0.0 
    Total profits    163.9 
costs       
1.2.1  6.1.1  Imports of goods/services  M  63.2 
1.2.2  1.5.2  Depreciation  DEP(bus)  14.1 
1.2.3  1.3.1  Net value added (market prices)  YNM(bus)+TVA  86.6 
    Total losses    163.9 
    INCOME ACCOUNT   
benefits     
1.3.1  1.2.3  Net value added (market prices)  YNM(bus)+TVA  86.6 
1.3.2  2.4.2  Subsidies to businesses  SUB(bus)  2.0 
1.3.3  2.4.3  Interest paid by government (a)  RGOV  5.0 
    Total profits    93.6 
costs       
1.4.1  4.3.1  Wage costs businesses  WC(bus)  48.6 
1.4.2  2.3.3  Indirect taxes  TIND(bus)+TVA  14.7 
1.4.3  2.3.5  Direct taxes to government (b)  TCOR  4.8 
1.4.5  4.3.4  Investment incomes paid to households (cdef)  YDZ  11.5 
...  ...  Balance of other income entries (*)  BOTH(bus)  7.4 
1.4.9  1.5.1  Profits not paid out (balancing entry)  BINC(bus)  6.5 
    Total losses    93.6 
    SPENDING ACCOUNT   
benefits     
1.5.1  1.4.9  Profits not paid out (balancing entry)  BINC(bus)  6.5 
1.5.2  1.2.2  Depreciation  DEP(bus)  14.1 
    Total profits    20.7 
costs       
1.6.1  1.1.4  Investments of businesses  I(bus)  22.0 
1.6.2  1.1.5  Stock building  N+MN  0.0 
1.6.3    Balance of spending account (balancing entry)  BSP(bus)  -1.3 
      Total losses     20.7 
a.  interest payments of government to private households and foreign countries via businesses. 
b.  excluding taxes on dividend paid by businesses. 
c.  including wages attributed to self-employed. 
d.  balanced with foreign income payments to businesses (rerouting via private households). 
e.  including direct taxes of businesses to foreign countries (rerouting via private households). 
f.  including taxes on dividends businesses (rerouting via private households). 
*  concerns CPB entries: 1.4.4 +1.4.6+1.4.7+1.4.8-1.3.4.   87 
Account government 
entry  counter entry    Prisma variable  value 1999 (%GDP)
    GOODS/SERVICES ACCOUNT   
benefits     
2.1.1  2.6.1  Consumption by government  GSTR  18.4 
2.1.2  3.6.1  Administrative costs of soc sec funds (a,b)  GADM  0.7 
2.1.3  2.6.2  Investments of government  I(gov)  2.9 
    Total profits    22.0 
costs       
2.2.1  1.1.1  Deliveries by businesses (balancing entry)  DEL  10.0 
2.2.2  2.5.2  Depreciation of government  DEP(gov)  2.5 
2.2.3  2.3.1  Net value added (market prices)  YNM(gov)  9.5 
    Total losses    22.0 
    INCOME ACCOUNT   
benefits     
2.3.1  2.2.3  Net value added (market prices)  YNM(gov)  9.5 
2.3.3  1.4.2  Indirect taxes businesses  TIND(bus)+TVA  14.7 
2.3.4  2.4.4  Indirect taxes government  TIND(gov)  0.1 
2.3.N  2.4.N  Subsidies to government  SUB(gov)  0.1 
2.3.5  1.4.3  Direct taxes businesses (c)  TCOR  4.8 
2.3.6  4.4.1  Direct taxes private households (d,e)  TDIR  9.2 
    Total profits    38.5 
costs       
2.4.1  4.3.2  Wage costs government  WC(gov)  9.5 
2.4.N  2.3.N  Subsidies to government  SUB(gov)  0.1 
2.4.2  1.3.2  Subsidies to businesses  SUB(bus)  2.0 
2.4.3  1.3.3  Interest because of government debt (f)  RGOV  5.0 
2.4.4  2.3.4  Indirect taxes government  TIND(gov)  0.1 
2.4.5  3.3.1  Balance payments to soc sec funds  SSCGV  1.0 
2.4.6  4.3.6  Balance payments to private households  SSBGV  2.6 
...  ...  Balance of other income entries (*)  BOTH(gov)  -0.1 
2.4.8  2.5.1  Disposable income (balancing entry)  BINC(gov)  18.3 
    Total losses    38.5 
    SPENDING ACCOUNT   
benefits     
2.5.1  2.4.8  Disposable income  BINC(gov)  18.3 
2.5.2  2.2.2  Depreciation government  DEP(gov)  2.5 
    Total profits    20.8 
costs       
2.6.1  2.1.1  Consumption by government  GSTR  18.4 
2.6.2  2.1.3  Investments government  I(gov)  2.9 
2.6.3    Balance of spending accounts (balancing entry)  BSP(gov)  -0.5 
      Total losses     20.8 
a.  Including net investments of the social security funds. 
b.  Administrative costs and net investments of social security funds via government. 
c.  Excluding taxes on dividend paid by businesses. 
d.  Including taxes on dividend paid by businesses (rerouting via private households). 
e.  Including foreign direct taxes. 
f.  Interest payments of government to private households and foreign countries via businesses. 
*  Concerns CPB entries: 2.4.N+2.4.7-2.3.2-2.3.N-2.3.7.  
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Account social security funds 
entry 
counter 





    INCOME ACCOUNT   
benefits     
3.3.1  2.4.5  Balance of payments by government  SSCGV  1.0 
3.3.2  4.4.2  Social security contributions (balancing entry)  SSCPR  17.9 
    Total profits    18.9 
       
costs       
3.4.1  4.3.5  Payments to private households (a)  SSBFD  9.7 
...  ...  Balance of other income entries (*)  BOTH(soc)  -0.0 
3.4.2  3.5.1  Disposable income  BINC(soc)  9.2 
    Total losses    18.9 
       
    SPENDING ACCOUNT   
benefits     
3.5.1  3.4.2  Disposable income (balancing entry)  BINC(soc)  9.2 
    Total profits    9.2 
       
costs       
3.6.N  1.1.N  Social security benefits in kind  GKI  7.2 
3.6.1  2.1.2  Administrative costs (b)  GADM  0.7 
3.6.2    Balance of spending account  BSP(soc)  1.3 
      Total losses     9.2 
a.  Including income payments of social security funds to foreign countries. 
b.  Including net investments of the social security funds. 
*  Concerns CPB entries: 3.3.3.   89 
Account private households 
entry 
counter 
entry     Prisma variable 
value 1999 
(%GDP)
    INCOME ACCOUNT   
benefits     
4.3.1  1.4.1  Wage costs businesses  WC(bus)  48.6 
4.3.2  2.4.1  Wage costs government  WC(gov)  9.5 
4.3.4  1.4.5  Investment incomes (a,b,c,d)  YDZ  11.5 
4.3.5  3.4.1  Social security benefits from funds (e)  SSBFD  9.7 
4.3.6  2.4.6  Balance of payments by government  SSBGV  2.6 
    Total profits    81.9 
     
costs       
4.4.1  2.3.6  Direct taxes government (d,f,g)  TDIR  9.2 
4.4.2  3.3.2  Social security contributions  SSCPR  17.9 
...  ...  Balance of other income entries (*)  BOTH(hs)  -2.2 
4.4.5  4.5.1  Disposable income (balancing entry)  BINC(hs)  57.0 
    Total losses    81.9 
       
    SPENDING ACCOUNT   
benefits     
4.5.1  4.4.5  Disposable income  BINC(hs)  57.0 
    Total profits    57.0 
     
costs       
4.6.1  1.1.2  Spendings on consumption  C  56.5 
4.6.2   
Balance of spending account (balancing 
entry)  BSP(hs)  0.5 
      Total losses     57.0 
a.  Including wages attributed to self-employed. 
b.  Balanced with foreign income payments to businesses (rerouting via private households). 
c.  Including direct taxes of businesses to foreign countries (rerouting via private households). 
d.  Including taxes on dividends businesses (rerouting via private households). 
e.  Including income payments of social security funds to foreign countries. 
f.  Including foreign direct taxes.  
g.  Including part of taxes on playing hazard games. 
*  Concerns CPB entries: 4.4.3+4.4.4-4.3.3-4.3.7-4.3.8.  
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Account pensions funds 
entry 
counter 
entry     Prisma variable 
value 1999 
(%GDP)
    INCOME ACCOUNT   
benefits     
    Total profits    0.0 
     
costs       
...  ...  Balance of other income entries (*)  BOTH(pns)  -5.1 
5.4.3    Disposable income (balancing entry)  BSP(pns)  5.1 
      Total losses     0.0 




entry     Prisma variable 
value 1999 
(%GDP)
    GOODS/SERVICES ACCOUNT   
benefits     
6.1.1  1.2.1  Imports of goods/services  M  63.2 
    Total profits    63.2 
     
costs       
6.2.1  1.1.3  Exports of goods/services  X  68.2 
6.2.2  6.3.1  Balance of payments (balancing entry)  M-X  -5.0 
    Total losses    63.2 
       
    INCOME ACCOUNT   
benefits     
6.3.1  6.2.2  Balance of payments  M-X  -5.0 
6.3.5    Statistical difference (a)  DSTAT  0.0 
    Total profits    -5.0 
     
costs       
...  ...  Balance of other income entries (*)  BOTH(fg)  0.0 
6.4.4    Saldo lopende transacties met buitenland  BSP(fg)  -5.0 
      Total losses     -5.0 
a.  Difference resulting from different accounting practices between the National Accounts and 
the Central Bank of the Netherlands. 
*  Concerns CPB entries: 6.4.1+6.4.2+6.4.N+6.4.3-6.3.2-6.3.N-6.3.3-6.3.4.  
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Appendix 5  Exogenous variables 
Throughout chapter 3 all exogenous variables of PRISMA are introduced. In 
this appendix we present them together. Note, however, that it is possible to 
implement other exogenous elements in PRISMA by using add factors in be-
havioural equations. 
 
sgi  sales of public goods/services  by industry i 
ihou  gross investments of housing industry 
twld  world trade 
sxmin  sales of exported goods/services of mining industry 
lempgov  labour volume, employees, of government 
lsup  supply of labour 
clti  contractual labour time in industry i 
r  interest rate 
ptwld,i  price of foreign goods/services that compete with exports of industry i 
pmc,i  price of imports competing with consumption goods/services of  
industry i 
pmi,i  price of imports competing with investment goods of industry i 
pmmc,ij  price of imports by industry j, competing with intermediate 
goods/services of industry i 
pmmnc,i  price of imports by industry i, that do not compete with domestically 
produced intermediate goods/services  
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Appendix 6  Definition of key macro variables 
In this appendix the key macro variables that are presented in the simulation 
analyses of chapter 4, are defined precisely. 
 
key macro variable  definition in symbols 
prices   
rate of wage costs business sector  pwc 
consumption  pc 
exports businesses excl. energy sector  psx 
gross value added market sector  pygf 
real labour costs market sector  pwc / pygf 
quantities   
consumption  c 
investments business sector excl. housing  i 
exports businesses excl. energy sector  sx 
imports  m – mx 
gross domestic product  ygf 
net national income  ynf / (pm-mx/psx) 
gross value added market sector  ygf 
labour productivity market sector  h 
employment business sector  l 
unemployment rate (%)  100 u 
rates   
utilisation rate manufacturing (%)  100 q 
labour income share market sector (%)  100 (WC+WCSE) / YNF 
current account balance of payments  (%GDP)  100 (M – X) / YGF 
government budget surplus (%GDP)  100 BSP(gov) / YGF 
taxes (%GDP)  100 T / YGF 
social security contributions (%GDP)  100 SSCPR / YGF 
Business sector:  all distinguished eighteen business industries (see Appendix 3). 
Energy sector:  mining, oil industry, and public utilities. 
Market sector:  business sector  minus medical and social care, housing, and mining. 
Manufacturing:  food industry, chemical industry, metallurgic industry, other manufacturing, 
oil industry.  
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Appendix 7  List of Research Reports 
 
Order no.  Title 
H9301  The intertemporal stability of the concentration-margins relationship in 
Dutch and U.S. manufacturing; Yvonne Prince and Roy Thurik 
H9302  Persistence of profits and competitiveness in Dutch manufacturing; 
  Aad Kleijweg 
H9303  Small-store presence in Japan; Martin A. Carree, Jeroen C.A. Potjes and 
A. Roy Thurik 
intern  Multi-factorial risk analysis and the sensitivity concept;  
Erik M. Vermeulen, Jaap Spronk and Nico van der Wijst 
H9304  Do small firms' price-cost margins follow those of large firms?  
First empirical results; Yvonne Prince and Roy Thurik 
H9305  Export success of SMEs: an empirical study; Cinzia Mancini and  
  Yvonne Prince 
H9306  Het aandeel van het midden- en kleinbedrijf in de Nederlandse indus-
trie; 
  Kees Bakker en Roy Thurik 
H9307  Multi-factorial risk analysis applied to firm evaluation;  
Erik M. Vermeulen, Jaap Spronk and Nico van der Wijst 
H9308  Visualizing interfirm comparison; Erik M. Vermeulen, Jaap Spronk and  
  Nico van der Wijst 
H9309  Industry dynamics and small-firm development in the European printing 
  industry (Case Studies of Britain, the Netherlands and Denmark); 
  Michael Kitson, Yvonne Prince and Mette Mönsted 
H9401  Employment during the business cycle: evidence from Dutch manufacturing; 
  Marcel H.C. Lever and Wilbert H.M. van der Hoeven 
H9402  De Nederlandse industrie in internationaal perspectief: arbeidsproduk-
tiviteit, lonen en concurrentiepositie; Aad Kleijweg en Sjaak Vollebregt 
H9403  A micro-econometric analysis of interrelated factor demand; René Huigen, 
  Aad Kleijweg, George van Leeuwen and Kees Zeelenberg 
H9404  Between economies of scale and entrepreneurship; Roy Thurik 
H9405  L'évolution structurelle du commerce de gros français; Luuk Klomp et 
  Eugène Rebers 
intern  Basisinkomen: een inventarisatie van argumenten; Bob van Dijk 
H9406  Interfirm performance evaluation under uncertainty, a multi-
dimensional frame-work; Jaap Spronk and Erik M. Vermeulen 
H9407  Indicatoren voor de dynamiek van de Nederlandse economie: een sec-
torale analyse; Garmt Dijksterhuis, Hendrik-Jan Heeres en Aad Kleijweg 
H9408  Entry and exit in Dutch manufacturing industries; Aad Kleijweg and 
  Marcel Lever  
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intern  Labour productivity in Europe: differences in firm-size, countries and 
  industries; Garmt Dijksterhuis 
H9409  Verslag van de derde mondiale workshop Small Business Economics; 
  Tinbergen Instituut, Rotterdam, 26-27 augustus 1994; M.A. Carree en 
  M.H.C. Lever 
H9410  Internal and external forces in sectoral wage formation: evidence from 
the Netherlands; Johan J. Graafland and Marcel H.C. Lever 
H9411  Selectie van leveranciers: een kwestie van produkt, profijt en partnerschap?; 
  F. Pleijster 
intern  Grafische weergave van tabellen; Garmt Dijksterhuis 
H9501  Over de toepassing van de financieringstheorie in het midden- en klein-
bedrijf; Erik M. Vermeulen 
H9502  Insider power, market power, firm size and wages: evidence from Dutch 
manufacturing industries; Marcel H.C. Lever and Jolanda M. van Werk-
hooven 
H9503  Export performance of SMEs; Yvonne M. Prince 
H9504  Strategic Niches and Profitability: A First Report; David B. Audretsch, 
  Yvonne M. Prince and A. Roy Thurik 
H9505  Meer over winkelopenstellingstijden; H.J. Gianotten en H.J. Heeres 
intern  Interstratos; een onderzoek naar de mogelijkheden van de Interstratos-
dataset; Jan de Kok 
H9506  Union coverage and sectoral wages: evidence from the Netherlands; 
  Marcel H.C. Lever and Wessel A. Marquering 
H9507  Ontwikkeling van de grootteklassenverdeling in de Nederlandse Industrie; 
  Sjaak Vollebregt 
H9508  Firm size and employment determination in Dutch manufacturing industries; 
  Marcel H.C. Lever 
H9509  Entrepreneurship: visies en benaderingen; Bob van Dijk en Roy Thurik 
H9510  De toegevoegde waarde van de detailhandel; enkele verklarende theorieën 
tegen de achtergrond van ontwikkelingen in distributiekolom, technologie 
en externe omgeving; J.T. Nienhuis en H.J. Gianotten 
H9511  Haalbaarheidsonderzoek MANAGEMENT-model; onderzoek naar de 
mogelijk-heden voor een simulatiemodel van het bedrijfsleven, gebaseerd 
op gedetailleerde branche- en bedrijfsgegevens; Aad Kleijweg,  
Sander Wennekers, Ton Kwaak en Nico van der Wijst 
H9512  Chippen in binnen- en buitenland; De elektronische portemonnee in kaart 
gebracht; een verkenning van toepassingen, mogelijkheden en consequen-
ties van de chipcard als elektronische portemonnee in binnen- en 
buitenland; drs. J. Roorda en drs. W.J.P. Vogelesang 
H9601  Omzetprognoses voor de detailhandel; Pieter Fris, Aad Kleijweg en  
Jan de Kok 
H9602  Flexibiliteit in de Nederlandse Industrie; N.J. Reincke 
H9603  The Decision between Internal and External R&D; David B. Audretsch, 
  Albert J. Menkveld and A. Roy Thurik   99 
H9604  Job creation by size class: measurement and empirical investigation; 
  Aad Kleijweg and Henry Nieuwenhuijsen 
H9605  Het effect van een beursnotering; drs. K.R. Jonkheer 
H9606  Een Micro-werkgelegenheidsmodel voor de Detailhandel; drs. P. Fris 
H9607  Demand for and wages of high- and low-skilled labour in the  
Netherlands; M.H.C. Lever and A.S.R. van der Linden 
H9701  Arbeidsomstandigheden en bedrijfsgrootte. Een verkenning met de  
LISREL-methode; drs. L.H.M. Bosch en drs. J.M.P. de Kok 
H9702  The impact of competition on prices and wages in Dutch manufacturing 
industries; Marcel H.C. Lever 
H9703  FAMOS, een financieringsmodel naar grootteklassen;  
drs. W.H.J. Verhoeven 
H9704  Banencreatie door MKB en GB; Pieter Fris, Henry Nieuwenhuijsen en 
  Sjaak Vollebregt 
H9705  Naar een bedrijfstypenmodel van het Nederlandse bedrijfsleven; 
  drs. W.H.M. van der Hoeven, drs. J.M.P. de Kok en drs. A. Kwaak 
H9801  The Knowledge Society, Entrepreneurship and Unemployment; 
  David B. Audretsch and A. Roy Thurik 
H9802  Firm Failure and Industrial Dynamics in the Netherlands;  
David B. Audretsch, Patrick Houweling and A. Roy Thurik 
H9803  The determinants of employment in Europe, the USA and Japan;  
André van Stel 
H9804  PRISMA'98: Policy Research Instrument for Size-aspects in Macro-
economic Analysis; Ton Kwaak 
H9805  Banencreatie bij het Klein-, Midden- en Grootbedrijf;  
Henry Nieuwenhuijsen, Ben van der Eijken en Ron van Dijk 
H9806  Milieumodel; drs. K.L. Bangma 
H9807  Barriers for hiring personnel; Jacques Niehof 
H9808  Methodiek kosten en baten Arbowetgeving; drs. K.M.P. Brouwers,  
dr. B.I. van der Burg, drs. A.F.M. Nijsen en ir. H.C. Visee 
H9809  Business Ownership and Economic Growth; An Empirical Investigation; 
  Martin Carree, André van Stel, Roy Thurik and Sander Wennekers 
H9810  The Degree of Collusion in Construction; M.H.C. Lever,  
H.R. Nieuwenhuijsen and A.J. van Stel 
H9811  Self-employment in 23 OECD countries; Ralph E. Wildeman, Geert 
Hofstede, Niels G. Noorderhaven, A. Roy Thurik, Wim H.J. Verhoeven 
and Alexander R.M. Wennekers 
H9812  SICLASS: Forecasting the European enterprise sector by industry and size 
class; Niels Bosma and Ton Kwaak 
H9901  Scanning the Future of Entrepreneurship; drs. N.S. Bosma, 
drs. A.R.M. Wennekers and drs. W.S. Zwinkels 
H9902  Are Small Firms Really Sub-optimal? Compensating Factor Differentials 
in Small Dutch Manufacturing Firms; David B. Audretsch,  
George van Leeuwen, Bert Menkveld and Roy Thurik  
100 
H9903  FAMOS; A size-class based financial analysis model;  
W.H.J. Verhoeven and E.A. van Noort 
H9904  Conduct and Performance in Dutch Manufacturing; An Application of 
Appelbaum 1982 with a Plausibility-Check; Frank A. Hindriks,  
Henry R. Nieuwenhuijsen and Adriaan J. van Stel 
H9905  Non-competitive Rents in Dutch Manufacturing; Conduct and Perform-
ance in the New Empirical Industrial Organization; Frank A. Hindriks 
H9906  A human-resource-based theory of the small firm; Charlotte Koch and 
Jan de Kok 
H9907  Van werknemer naar ondernemer; Een hybride of directe start?; 
  ir. H.C. Visee en drs. W.S. Zwinkels 
H9908  Modelling returns to R&D: an application on size effects; Peter Brouwer 
and Henry Nieuwenhuijsen 
H9909  Turbulence and productivity in the Netherlands; Niels Bosma and Henry 
  Nieuwenhuijsen 
H9910  Start-up capital: Differences between male and female entrepreneurs. 
‘Does gender matter?’; Ingrid Verheul and Roy Thurik 
H9911  Modelling Business Ownership in the Netherlands; Niels Bosma, Sander 
  Wennekers, Gerrit de Wit and Wim Zwinkels 
H9912  Measuring innovative intensity: Scale construction; J.P.J. de Jong 
H9913  Determinants of firm size; Y. Bernardt and R. Muller 
H0001  Strategies, uncertainty and performance of small business start-ups; 
Marco van Gelderen, Michael Frese and Roy Thurik 
H0002  Determinants of Successful Entrepreneurship; Niels Bosma, Mirjam van 
Praag and Gerrit de Wit 
H0003  Comparative Advantages in Estimating Mark-ups; Frank A. Hindriks, 
Henry R. Nieuwenhuijsen and Gerrit de Wit 
H0004  The ARKO labour-cost model: Characteristics and application;  
G.Th. Elsendoorn and A.H. Nieuwland 
H0005  The impact of contestability on prices in manufacturing industries;  
  Frank Bosman 
H0006  Estimating missing data within an accounting and aggregation frame-
work; Ton Kwaak and Niels Bosma 
H0007  Kennis-spillovers en economische groei; Henry Nieuwenhuijsen en André 
  van Stel 
H0008  KTO2000; Een sectormodel naar grootteklasse voor de analyse en prog-
nose van Korte Termijn Ontwikkelingen; drs. K.L. Bangma en drs. W.H.J. 
Verhoeven 
H0009  Making sense of the new economy; Joris Meijaard 
H0010  Determinants of innovative ability; An empirical test of a causal model; 
  J.P.J. de Jong, R. Kemp and C. Snel 
H0011  The effects of transaction costs and human capital on firm size: a simula-
tion model approach; Frank den Butter, Edwin van Gameren and Jan de 
Kok   101 
H0012  An eclectic theory of entrepreneurship: policies, institutions and culture; 
  Ingrid Verheul, Sander Wennekers, David Audretsch and Roy Thurik 
H0013  Setting up a Business in the Netherlands: Who starts, who gives up, who 
is still trying?; Marco van Gelderen, Niels Bosma and Roy Thurik 
H0101  Measuring economic effects of stimulating business R&D; Ton Kwaak, 
Henry Nieuwenhuijsen and Gerrit de Wit 
H0102  Competition and economic performance; Applications of SCALES’ sector 
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